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Abstract. Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) is a technique that enables to probe
the 3-D structure of materials on a typical size range lying from ∼ 1 nm up to ∼ a few
100 nm, the obtained information being statistically averaged on a sample whose volume
is ∼ 1 cm3 . This very rich technique enables to make a full structural characterization
of a given object of nanometric dimensions (radius of gyration, shape, volume or mass,
fractal dimension, specific area. . . ) through the determination of the form factor as well
as the determination of the way objects are organized within in a continuous media, and
therefore to describe interactions between them, through the determination of the structure
factor. The specific properties of neutrons (possibility of tuning the scattering intensity
by using the isotopic substitution, sensitivity to magnetism, negligible absorption, low
energy of the incident neutrons) make it particularly interesting in the fields of soft matter,
biophysics, magnetic materials and metallurgy. In particular, the contrast variation methods
allow to extract some informations that cannot be obtained by any other experimental
techniques. This course is divided in two parts. The first one is devoted to the description
of the principle of SANS: basics (formalism, coherent scattering/incoherent scattering,
notion of elementary scatterer), form factor analysis (I(q→0), Guinier regime, intermediate
regime, Porod regime, polydisperse system), structure factor analysis (2nd Virial coefficient,
integral equations, characterization of aggregates), and contrast variation methods (how
to create contrast in an homogeneous system, matching in ternary systems, extrapolation
to zero concentration, Zero Averaged Contrast). It is illustrated by some representative
examples. The second one describes the experimental aspects of SANS to guide user in
its future experiments: description of SANS spectrometer, resolution of the spectrometer,
optimization of spectrometer configurations, optimization of sample characteristics prior
to measurements (thickness, volume, hydrogen content. . . ), standards measurements to be
made and principle of data reduction.
Résumé. (La Diffusion de Neutrons aux petits angles (DNPA) est une technique
permettant de sonder la structure 3-D de matériaux sur une gamme typique de
taille comprise entre ∼1 nm) et ∼ quelques 100 nm, les informations obtenues étant
statistiquement moyennées sur la taille de l’échantillon dont le volume est d’environ
1 cm3 . C’est une technique très puissante car elle permet de faire une caractérisation
complète de la structure d’un objet donné de dimensions nanométriques (rayon de
giration, forme, volume, masse, dimension fractale, surface spécifique. . . ) grâce à la
détermination du facteur de forme, ainsi que la détermination de la manière dont les
objets sont organisés au sein d’un milieu continu, et donc de décrire les interactions
entre les objets, par la détermination du facteur de structure. Les propriétés spécifiques
de neutrons (possibilité de moduler le contraste par substitution isotopique, sensibilité
au magnétisme, absorption négligeable, faible énergie des neutrons incidents) la rendent
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particulièrement intéressante dans les domaines de la matière molle, de la biophysique,
des matériaux magnétiques et de la métallurgie. En particulier, les techniques de variation
de contraste permettent d’extraire des informations qui ne peuvent être obtenues par
aucune autre technique expérimentale. Ce cours est divisé en deux parties. La première est
consacrée à la description du principe de la DNPA : bases de la technique (formalisme,
diffusion cohérente/diffusion incohérente, notion de diffuseur élémentaire, analyse du
facteur de forme (I (q → 0), régime de Guinier, régime intermédiaire, régime de Porod,
système polydisperse), analyse du facteur de structure (2nd coefficient du Viriel, équations
intégrales, caractérisation d’agrégats), et méthode de variation de contraste (comment créer
un contraste dans un système homogène, annulation de contraste dans un système ternaire,
extrapolation à concentration nulle, contraste moyen nul). La seconde partie décrit les
aspects expérimentaux de la DNPA afin de guider l’utilisateur dans ses expériences futures:
description d’un spectromètre de DNPA, résolution d’un spectromètre, optimisation des
configurations du spectromètre, optimisation des caractéristiques de l’échantillon avant
les mesures (épaisseur, volume, teneur en hydrogène. . . ), mesures standards à effectuer
et principe de la réduction des données.

1. Introduction
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) is a technique that enables to probe the structure of materials
on a typical size range lying from ∼1 nm (10 Å) up to ∼ a few 100nm (1000 Å), a superior limit
that can be extended of almost a decade by specific geometries of measurements enabling to reach
very small q’s using Ultra SANS and Very SANS). For a system containing typically a given type of
objects (nanoparticles, polymers, pores, proteins. . . ) in a continuous media (solvent, organic or inorganic
matrix), SANS enables to describe the object (gyration radius, shape, volume, mass, fractal dimension,
specific area. . . ) and the way the objects are organized within the continuous media (aggregated
or homogeneously dispersed. . . ), and therefore to describe interactions between them. Whatever the
geometry, it is possible to access to the specific area of scattering objects in the sample, which is
less known but very useful as for example the specific area of porous media. Since it is a scattering
technique, the obtained information is statistically averaged on the whole sample that has a volume of
typically ∼1 cm3 , which does not allow to observe a specific given detail of a sample, as microscopy
techniques do. The information is also obviously averaged on the characteristic time of measurement,
that lies between a few minutes and several hours.
Given the actual rather weak brightness of the neutron sources, whether they are reactors of
spallation sources, one commonly choose to work with a poor experimental resolution (typically q/q ∼
10%) to keep a correct signal-to-noise ratio. This is different from its counterpart scattering technique
with X-Rays (Small Angle X-Rays Scattering) that probes exactly the same q-range, and therefore the
same spatial characteristic sizes, for which the resolution is excellent. Given that SAXS may often be
accessed in simple laboratories and not necessarily requires large facilities, SAXS appears to be a priori
preferable to SANS. However neutrons have some unique specificities that make them a better choice
than X-rays in various cases:
- First, the neutron-matter interaction directly occurs between the neutron and the nuclei of
atoms, and not with the electronic cloud, as for X-rays. The amplitude of such interaction, id est
the coherent scattering length, is tabulated and varies randomly from one atom to another along
the periodic table of elements (even within isotopes ) and can be either positive or negative,
contrarily to the case of X-rays for which is always positive and proportional to the number of
electrons. It appears that the of hydrogen 1 H has an opposite sign and very different value than
the ones of all other atoms constitutive organic molecules (C,O,N..) and, last but not least, than
the one from deuterium 2 H (D). In SANS, one probes larger sizes than the atoms, and the relevant
parameter for describing the interaction of a molecule with neutrons is then the Scattering Length
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Density (SLD) which is the volume average of all the coherent length of its constitutive atoms.
The SLD of a given organic molecule is thus essentially dependent on its content on hydrogen
atoms. In particular, the replacement of some hydrogen atoms of a molecule by deuterium atoms
will strongly modify its SLD without altering much its physical properties. This unique properties
of neutrons opens the way to contrast variation experiments where some molecules are labeled
by deuterium to create a neutron contrast in the system. It is also possible to continuously tune the
SLD of a solvent in a complex system by mixing hydrogenated and deuterated solvents in order to
match the SLD of a component, making it invisible in the measured scattering curve.
- As they bear a spin ±½, the second important specificity of neutrons is their ability to
interact with magnetic moments of molecules. In this course, only the nuclear interaction will
be considered. The case of scattering by magnetic systems can be found elsewhere (1) (2).
- The third important property of neutrons is their very weak absorption by matter (they do not
interact with electric fields. . . ) that can be neglected in general, except in cases when one probes
materials containing one of the few atoms that have a huge neutron absorption cross-section
(boron, gadolinium, lithium,. . . ). This enables to make in situ experiments in various samples
environments, in particular within devices made of metallic components (pressure cells, etc.).
- The fourth and last important characteristic of neutrons is their weak energy. After their
thermalization at the wavelengths required for experiments, they have indeed an energy of a few
meV. SANS experiments are thus absolutely not destructive, which is of great importance in
biology or for the expertise of industrial devices.
Despite of its apparent simplicity, SANS is a very rich technique and it is not possible to cover all of
its aspects in a single introduction course. There are several books for those who want to go beyond
that cover the different aspects of SANS, from “historical” (3) ones up to more recent ones (4) (5) (6).
For English Readers, an exhaustive selection of useful reviews or textbooks on the topic can be found
on the SAS Portal website (7). Within this selection, we suggest the recent one from B. Hammouda
because it is especially complete and is available free of charge on internet (5). For the French readers,
more information can also be found in the collection SFN (8), in particular in the issues “Diffusion de
Neutrons aux Petits Angles”, “Neutrons et Magnétisme” “Surfaces, Interfaces, Milieux Confinés par
Diffusion de Neutrons” and “Neutrons et Matière Molle”.
This course is divided in two main parts. In the first part, I will present the principles of
SANS (“small angle” approximation, form factor, structure factor etc.), in the second part how it is
possible to realize a SANS experiment from a practical point of view (spectrometers, data reduction,
samples, accessibility to neutrons beams. . . ). I have remarked that the theoretical aspects are generally
exhaustively treated in textbooks but not the practical ones, which prompted me to emphasize on these
last aspects in the second part. I hope that it may be useful for future users.

2. Principle of SANS
2.1 Principle
In a scattering experiment, the sample is placed in the incident neutron beam, considered as a planar
monochromatic wave of wavelength , which is described by i (x, t) = 0 ei(t−ki x) where  is the
pulsation and ki = 2/ is the norm of the wavevector.
When the wave interacts with a given atom of the sample, it is scattered over all directions. The
scattered wave is thus spherical. In the following, we will assume that the scattering is elastic, id
est there is no exchange of energy between the neutron and the atom. The scattered wave and incoming
wave have the same wavelength. The probability of a neutron to be scattered by an atom is proportional
to the area  of a characteristic surface of the interaction between this atom and the neutron called
the scattering cross-section. With hands, it corresponds to the surface of the atom probed by the
01004-p.3
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Figure 1. Principle of scattering and definition of scattering vector q . Interferences between two spherical waves
scattered by two atoms separated by r in real space. The interferences spectrum depends on the distance between
atoms and therefore of its structure.

neutron wave. The intensity of the wave scattered over 4 is then Itot = 0  (in neutrons/sec) if 0
is the incoming neutrons flux in neutrons/sec. The scattering cross section can thus be written like  =
b2 , where b is the scattering length that is characteristic of the range of the interaction between
the neutron and the atom. Note that neutrons interact with the nuclei of the atom, on the contrary to
photons which interact with the electronic cloud of the atoms. The order of the range of the interaction
is then of the order of the nuclei’ size and the typical values of b lie in the femtometer range (10−15 m).
This is much smaller than the typical dimension of the atoms (angstroem, ∼ 10−10 m). The interaction
can thus be considered as punctual, contrary to the case of photons, making the formalism describing
neutrons rather simple. In particular, the interaction with a scatterer does not depend on the scattering
by the other scatterers (Born approximation).
The intensity Idet collected by a detector of surface S located at the distance D from the scattering
atom is then proportional to the solid angle  = S/D2 of the detector with respect to the atom
Idet = 0  = 0 (b/D)2 S. Such intensity is the square of the scattered spherical wave at D that writes:
b i(t−kD)
e
(1)
D
Let us now consider n atoms that scatter n spherical waves that will interfere. The whole scattered
wave is the thus superposition of spherical waves scattered by each atom, corrected by a phase factor
due the phase difference of the incident wave to reach the position of another nucleus at r from the
origin∗ . It is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the two atoms case. The phase shift  writes:
 = 0

 = r · (kf − ki )
∗ We

consider implicitly within the whole theoretical part that a neutron is scattered once and only once inside the sample.
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It is then convenient to introduce the scattering vector q = kf − ki .
 
sin 2
Its norm is: q = q = 4

When the detector is placed at a distance D that is much larger than the sample size, which is practice
always the case (see part 3), the scattering angle  is the same for all the atoms. The final scattered wave
is the sum of the scattered waves by all atoms:
0  i q ·ri
×
bi e
=
D
i=1
n

(3)

The neutron detector is not sensitive to the amplitude of the wave but to the intensity which is the square
 2  
 2

of the amplitude I =  · ∗ = D0 × ni nj bi bj ei q ·(r i −rj ) . In order to get rid of the term in D0 ,
we define the differential scattering cross section

(q) =

d
(q)
d

=

d
(q),
d

n 
n

i

that will be denoted further in part 2 as (q).





bi bj ei q · (r i −rj )

(4)

j

This differential scattering cross section is a measurement of the probability to find an atom with
a coherent length bi and another atom of coherent length bj separated by a vector ri − rj .
It is homogenous to a surface (cm2 ). Experimentally, the measured intensity is the differential
scattering cross section per unit volume:
I (q)(cm−1 ) =

1 d
(q)
v d

(5)

where V is the volume of the sample.
Theoretically, the scattering amplitude of the differential scattering cross section A(
q ) (such as
→ is the Fourier transform of the density (r ) of the system of n atoms, weighted by
(q) = A(
q )A(−
−q)
the scattering length bi of the atom located in ri .
(r ) =

n


r)
i (

=

i=1

n


(r − ri )

(6)

bi (r − ri )

(7)

i=1

where  is the Dirac function.
Then A(
q ) writes:

A(
q) =

eiq.r · d3 r.
v


i

In the case where all the atoms have the same scattering length (bi = b, when they are all of the same
isotope, without spin, see part 2.2), (q) can be written like:
(q) =

n,n


b2 ei q (ri −rj )  = b2  (
q ) (−
q ) = b2



d3 r.ei q r g(r )

(8)

i,j

where the brackets stand for an average over all positions of atoms. g(r ) is the pair correlation
function, id est the probability to have two atoms separated by r.
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2.2 Coherent scattering/incoherent scattering
In the previous part, we have implicitly considered that a given atomic species has a single scattering
length bi . In practice, this is not the case for two reasons: (i) first, since neutrons interact with nuclei of
atoms, the coherent scattering length is different from one isotope to another. This apparent drawback
can be turned into an advantage and is the foundation of the variation contrast method that will be
developed in the following; (ii) Second, the interaction of neutrons with atoms also takes place between
the spin 1/2 of neutrons and the nuclear spin of atom when this latter is non-zero, id est the scattering
length of an atom depends on its spin state.
Thus, even when a sample is only composed of atoms of the same chemical composition with
uncorrelated spatial positions (like a “sea” of atoms), the neutrons see a mixture of scatterers with
different scattering lengths whom positions in space fluctuate but are not correlated. Such fluctuations
contribute to the scattered intensity. It is then necessary to take into account the random probability of
occupancy of an atom by a given isotope in a given spin state and to make averages on the corresponding
scattering lengths. The scattered intensity writes then:

(
q ) = n(b2  + b2 ) + b2

n 
n

i

ei q · (ri −rj )

(9)

j

Or
2
2
(q) = nbinc
+ bcoh

n
n 

i

ei q · (ri −rj )

(10)

j

2
2
bcoh
is the coherent scattering cross-section and binc
is the incoherent scattering cross-section,
whose contribution to the overall scattered intensity is q-independent. In SANS, it is thus a flat
background that has to be subtracted (see part 3). In the following, only the coherent differential
scattering cross section coh (q) will be considered.

2.3 Spatial resolution/Scattering length density
2.3.1 Spatial resolution
A very important characteristic of SANS is a typical scale that is probed. Indeed the amplitudes

 scattered
by two points will only interfere constructively when the distance is smaller than ri − rj  than q−1
because:




exp i q · (ri − rj ) ≈ 0 when ri − rj  > q−1
(11)




−1
exp i q · (ri − rj ) ≈ 1 when ri − rj  < q
Two essential rules of scattering can be derived from these equations: (i) at a spatial scale lower than
q−1 , the waves scattered by the different atoms are in phase and their amplitudes add themselves while
at a spatial scale larger than q−1 , the intensities of scattered waves add themselves; (ii) when one looks
at the coherent scattered intensity around a given angle for a given q, one probes the structure of the
system at a spatial scale with a typical order of resolution of q−1 .
In practice, this means that only the fluctuations of scattering length of the order of q−1 are
probed in a given range of q. With hands, the modulus of the scattering vector acts like a magnifying
glass that enables to determine the structure at the q−1 scale (Fig. 2). q values can be easily tuned by
SANS by about three orders of magnitudes, lying typically between 10−3 Å−1 to 0.6 Å−1 on classical
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Figure 2. Principle of SANS illustrated by the scattering spectra of complex systems composed of spherical
proteins and polyelectrolyte chains (from references (10) (12)). Each q range acts as magnifying glass: at larges
q, one probes the shape of proteins and their organization in the inner of the complexes (q−4 decay and correlation
peak at 0.2 Å−1 ); at intermediates q, one probes the size and compactness of complexes (q−4 decay and break of
slope around 0.02 Å−1 ), at small q, one probes the organization of complexes at large scales than the complexes
size (q−2.1 decay at small q).

SANS machines, down to a few 10−4 Å−1 on specific Very SANS such as TPA at Laboratoire Léon
Brillouin (9) and down to a few 10−5 Å−1 on Ultra SANS spectrometers.
2.3.2 Notion of elementary scatterer/scattering length density
From previous part it appears a very important specificity of SANS related to the relevant elementary
scatterers (ES) that have to be considered in such experiment. Given the typical spatial scales that are
probed (>5 Å in direct space), a “small angle approximation” can be made: the elementary scatterers
are no longer the atoms but the molecules. In others words, when the atoms are grouped in molecules
whose sizes are small compared to q−1 , the waves scattered by the different atoms are in phase and
their amplitudes add themselves. The coherent scattering length of an elementary scatterer is the
sum of the coherent scattering lengths of its constitutive atoms. For a given molecule, this coherent
scattering length does obviously depend on the chemical composition but also on the respective contents
of the different isotopes within the molecule.
Finally the relevant parameter to account for the probability of an elementary scatterer (ES) to scatter
a neutron is its coherent scattering length per unit volume cell (Fig. 3). When there are no density
01004-p.7
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Figure 3. Notion of elementary scatterer in a case of an object in a continous phase. The object is made of
elementary scatters that have all the same chemical composition, similarly as the continuous phase. Here the
elementary scatterer of the object is a sugar unit while the elementary scatterer of the continous phase is a water
molecule.

fluctuations within the ES, in the case of crystals or amorphous solids, this parameter is the coherent
scattering length density (SLD) usually designed by (or sometimes by Nb in neutron reflectivity)
that writes:
=

n
i

bi

(12)

v

where the bi are the respective coherent scattering length off the constitutive atoms of the elementary
scatterer and v is its molar volume.
When the ES is a simple liquid like a common solvent, the question of possible density fluctuations
at spatial scales lower than q−1 arises. However, at the spatial scales probed in SANS, a liquid is almost
incompressible within the SANS q-range and the scattering length density can be obtained by Eq. (12),
v being easily obtained from the density of the liquid (see as an example the calculation of water in
part 3.21). Formally, thermodynamics indeed enables to demonstrate that the extrapolation to q equal
to 0 of the density fluctuations (0) = b2 (n2  − n2 ) of such liquid is proportional to its isothermal
compressibility T :
nkT

T

= v(n2  − n2 )

(13)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. This thermodynamic limit  (0) is reached
for the largest q probed in SANS at around q∗ ∼ 0.6 Å−1 . For q <q∗ , these density fluctuations are
negligible. Please note that in the case of mixture of liquids the concentration fluctuations may give rise
to a noticeable contribution arising from compressibility in the scattered intensity.
2.3.3 Mixture of elementary scatterers and contrast term
Let us now consider a mixture of = 1,2, · · · ,m elementary scatterers of respective scattering lengths
b in a volume V. Equation (10) may be rewritten as:
(
q) =



n binc +

n ,n
 i q .r −r 

i
j
e
b b 
,
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The first term is the incoherent part and won’t be considered in the following. The second part is often
written:

b b S (
q)
(15)
(
q) =
,

q ) are the partial structure factors of the different ES of the system. A given S (
q)
where the S (
is dependent only on the structure of the sample, id est it is the Fourier transform of the correlation
function of the specie with the specie , but not on the contrast.
q ) = S (
q )). The mean number of elementary
Let us now consider that the system is isotropic (S (
scatterers is n  and each of them has an elementary volume v = nv  . Equation 13 can thus be
generalized:

n kT T =
v S (0)
(16)
Or, in the small angle approximation (q <q∗ ):

n kT T =
v S (0)

for q < q∗

(17)

By combining equations (15) and (17), it is possible to remove one of the elementary scatter, for instance
= 1 (which it is generally a continuous phase such as the matrix or the solvent) by introducing the
contrast length ka = b − b1 vv1 with respect to the ES = 1 in order to obtain the general equation of
coherent scattering in SANS:

(q) =

m


k k S (q) +

, =2

m
b1 
n  (k + b ) kT
v1 =1

T

for q < q∗

(18)

The second term of this equation is related to the compressibility of the system weighted by the
respective contrasts of the different scatterers. For q < q∗ , it is q-independent and will be considered as a
flat background that has to be subtracted from the experimental scattered intensity, as for the incoherent
scattering (see part 3.3.3). It is generally negligible compared to the other contributions to the scattering
and is therefore often omitted, as we will do in the following.
Let us now consider the simplest possible case of a system made only of two types of elementary
scatterers. This is the common case, as it describes objects (nanoparticles, polymers, colloids . . . ) in a
continuous media (matrix, solvent, continuous phase. . . ). Focusing on the first part of the equation, it
comes that:
(q) = b2 − b1

v2
v1

2

S22 (q)

(19)

Or, if considering the scattering length densities of the components:
(q) = (

2

−

1)

2

v2 2 S22 (q) = ( )2 v2 2 S22 (q)

(20)

The contrast term ( 2 − 1 )2 is thus a prefactor of the scattered intensity. Tuning this prefactor by
changing the SLD of the continuous can either strongly enhance such intensity or in the reverse “kill” it
since it is linear to the square of the difference between the SLD of the components. This is the basis of
the contrast variation experiments which will be described in more details in part 2.7.
01004-p.9
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Figure 4. Form factor and structure factor. The form factor comes from interferences between elementary
scatterers from the same object (see green arrows in right panel) while the structure factor comes from interferences
from elementary scatterers belonging to different objects (blue arrows in right panel).

2.4 Form factor and structure factor
2.4.1 General case
Let us now consider a binary system of n similar objects containing N elementary scatterers in a
continuous media. Following Eq. (20), there is only one partial structure factor Sobj _obj (q) and the

2
scattered intensity writes (q) = obj − media vobj 2 Sobj _obj (q) where obj and solv are respectively
the SLD of the object and of the solvent and vobj is the volume of an elementary scatterer of the object.
It is useful to separate in Sobj_obj (q) the respective contributions to the scattering arising from
interferences from elementary scatterers belonging to the same object or from interferences
arising from elementary scatterers belonging to different objects:
(q)


obj

−

2

media

vobj 2

=

N
n 
N 
n 

∝

i

e



i q . ri −rj

(21)

j

There are thus (nN)2 parts in the scattered intensity, with n2 N coming from intra-objects interferences
and (n-1)nN2 (≈ n2 N2 ) from inter-objects interferences (see Fig. 4):
(q)


obj

−

media

2

vobj 2

=n

N


e



i q . ri −rj

+n

2

N


e



i q . ri −rj

(22)

i,j , =

i,j

The following normalized physical quantities are classically introduced:
P (q) =



N
N
1   i q . ri −rj
e
N2 i j

(23)

Q(q) =



N
N
1   i q . ri −rj
e
N2 i

(24)

j
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Equation (22) then writes:
nN 2

(q)


obj

−

2

media

vobj

2



= P (q) + nQ(q)

(25)

The intra term P(q) is the form factor of the object that contains the information on the correlations
between its own elementary scatterers and the inter term Q(q) is the structure factor that contains the
information on the correlation between elementary scatterers from different objects (Fig. 4).
2.4.2 Case of rigid centro-symmetrical objects
Let us now consider the case where the objects are rigid and centro-symmetrical. In this case, and only in
this case, the amplitudes and form factors are independent from the orientation and positions of objects
and the intra and inter can be decoupled (see (12) by choosing the origin of the objects in their center
→
−
→
−
→
−
→ −
of mass. Let us consider the respective centers of mass and of objects: ij = ( i + j ) + . Since
they are centro-symmetrical, there is for every point j of an object of center of mass a point j of
−
→
→
→
−
→ −
−
→ −
the object of center of mass such as j = j , and then ( i + j ) = ij is independent from
and

 n n n n i q . ri −rj
. It is then possible to make a factorization of the sums in Eq. (22)
=
∝
i
j e
−−→ N N −−−−→ 
n n i −
→
i q − ij
.
e q. − × i
∝
j, e
The scattering intensity writes then:
nN 2

(q)


obj

−

2

media

vobj 2

= P (q) × S(q)

(26)

With
P (q) =

N
N
→
1   i q .−
e ij
2
N i j

(27)

P (q) =

N
N
→
1   i q ·−
e
2
N

(27 )

where S(q) is the structure factor that describes the correlations between the centers of mass of the
objects (Fig. 5). Note that the scattering intensity is the product (Eq. (26)) of the form factor and of the
structure factor for centro-symmetric scattering objects while it is the sum (Eq. (25)) in the general case.
In soft matter, this is the difference between colloids and polymers.
2.5 What can be extracted from the analysis of the form factor
In this section, we consider the case of a binary system of n objects in a continuous media without interobjects correlations. This situation arises in very dilute systems, the system behaving then like a perfect
gas, or when interactions between objects are negligible. The scattered intensity reduces then to the
form factor of the object (see previous part). This scattered intensity enables a very fine characterization
of the shape and volume of the objects as several information can be obtained depending on the q-range
which is probed: (i) the volume of the object (and thereby its mass) for I(0), (ii) its gyration radius in
the Guinier regime at low q, (iii) the shape and dimensions in the intermediate regime at intermediate q
and finally (iv) its specific area S/V a large q in the Porod regime (see Fig. 6). These different regimes
will be detailed here.
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Figure 5. Form factor and structure factor for rigid centro-symmetrical objects. The scattered intensity is the
product of the form factor to the structure factor.

We will focus on the case where the system is isotropic and that all objects are free to rotate around
their mass center. The form factor is then an average over all possible orientations. It may then be
demonstrated that it reduces to:

P (q) =

N
N
N
N
1   sin(qrij )
1   i q .rij
e

=
·
N2 i j
N2 i j
qrij

(28)

2.5.1 Volume/Mass of the object
When q→0, P(q) →1. I (q) reduces thus to:

2

I (q) = obj − media vobj 2 nN 2 =

obj

−

2
media

nVobj 2

(29)

where Vobj is the volume of the object.
Indeed, the scattered intensity of a single object Iobj (0) equals the square of the total number of
its constitutive elementary scatterers because, at q = 0, all the scattered waves are in phase and the
amplitudes are added.
The determination of the I(q)q→0 enables thus the determination of the volume of the object,
whatever its shape and without any modeling.
In practice, the experimentalist often knows the volume fraction of the objects in its sample obj
(nVobj ), then:
2

(30)
I (q = 0) = obj − media obj Vobj
I(q)q→0 is often also used to determine the molar mass Mw (in g/mol) of a macromolecule in solution,
knowing its concentration c (g/L) and the molar mass (g/mol) of the elementary scatterer constitutive of
the macromolecule, which is usually a repetition unit in case of a polymer chain.
2.5.2 Guinier regime
The Guinier regime refers to the low q-regime of the scattering curve for which one probes spatial scales
large enough so that q−1 is much larger that the size of the objects. It is then possible to make a limited
1:
development of the sine function (sin x = x – x 3 /3! + ox 5 ) in Eq. (28) since all qrij
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Figure 6. Scattered intensity and form factor. The upper panels show the typical size q−1 probed by the neutrons
with respect to the object size for the different regimes. From left to right: I(q)q→0 : volume object (or mass); Guinier
regime: gyration radius; Intermediate regime: shape and dimensions of object; Porod regime: specific surface S/V
of the sample.


N 
N

q 2 Rg2
q  1
2
PGuinier (q) = 1 −
r
=
1
−
ij
3 2N 2 i j
3


2

(31)

 N 2
with Rg2 = 2N1 2 N
i
j rij where Rg is the gyration radius of the object. It is more convenient to

express it considering the distances from the gravity center of the object ( N
i ri = 0) (12). It comes
then:
Rg2 =

N
1  2
r = ri2 
N i i

(32)

This result is valid whatever the shape of the object, as long as qRg < 1, in the so-called Guinier regime.
The gyration radius is thus the size associated to the moment of inertia of the object = mRg2 . It
indeed corresponds to the radius of the empty sphere that would have the same moment of inertia as the
object.
For a sphere, the gyration radius is lower than its radius R since some elementary scatterers are not
located at the outer edge of it. Replacing the sum in Eq. (32) by an integral enables a fast calculation of

Rg2 =

R
0

4r 2 ×r 2 ×dr
R
2
0 4r ×dr

= 35 R 2 .

2

2

For a cylinder of length L and of radius R, one gets Rg2 = R2 + L12 (5). An interested reader may find
several gyration radii calculations for different rigid objects of various geometries (5).
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The measurement of the gyration radius is very important in polymer physics as it is the most relevant
quantity to characterize its size, given that it is proportional to the root mean square distance between
the monomers. In this case, it has to be kept in mind that the measurement is averaged over time over all
possible configurations. For a Gaussian
√ chain, id est a chain without interaction, the conformation of the
chain is a random walk and Rg = a/ 6N 1/2 where a is the size of a repetition unit (the Kuhn length)
and N the number of repetition units. For a chain in good solvent with excluded volume interactions,
Rg  aN 0.577 .
Measuring the gyration radius is in practice very easy. At very low q in the Guinier regime, when
1, Eq. (31) is generally approximated by:
qRg
PGuinier (q) ≈ e−

q 2 Rg2
3

(33)

The experimental data have thus to be plotted in the In (I (q)) versus q 2 representation, the so-called
Guinier representation, that gives a linear decay whose slope is
in the limit qRg ∼< 1.

Rg2
3

Rg , so a direct measurement of Rg

2.5.3 Intermediate regime
The intermediate regime is the q-regime for which the richest information can be extracted, since it
enables the determination of the shape and size of the object. In general, the scattered intensity
presents an overall I(q) ∼q− decay where is related to the shape of the object. For bulky objects,
is 4. With hands, it comes from the fact that one probes the intersection of the object (∝ ( q1 )3 ) with the
neutron ( q1 ). For objects that have a fractal dimension Df , d gives directly the fractal dimension of
the object = Df (see later), id est a 1-D object will have a scattering decay q−1 like and a 2-D object a
scattering decay like q−2 . Depending on the probed q-range, there could be a crossover between two qdecay regimes whether one probes large sizes (low q’s) or local size (large q’s). For instance, an infinite
cylinder of finite radius scatters like q−1 at small q as the cylinder appears like an infinite rod to the
neutron and like q−4 at large q as the cylinder appears here like a bulky object. Along the same lines, in
polymer physics, a wormlike chain scatters like q−2 at small q if in theta solvent (Gaussian behavior) or
like q−1.7 if in good solvent but locally like q−1 since the chain resembles a rod. The cross-over between
the two regimes is used to extract the persistence length without any fitting (13).
Analytical form factors
When an object has a well-defined geometry (bulk sphere, empty sphere, cylinder, discs, ellipsoid,
paralleliped, etc. . . ), its form factor has an exact analytical form. This adds specific features to the
scattered intensity to the overall scattering decay depicted here before, such as maxima or extinctions
at given q’s occurring from constructive or fully destructives interferences† . The q-positions extinctions
are very useful to determine the size of the objects because they enable a fast evaluations of the size of
the object to probe without any fitting (see the example for spheres in par 2.5.8).
For the calculation of these analytical form factors, it is convenient to describe the object by its
density function (r) ( (r) = 1, if an elementary scatterer belong to the object and (r) = 0 if not) and
to consider an integral rather than a sum in Eq. (28).
For an empty sphere of radius R with an infinite thin thickness, the calculation of trivial ( (r) = 1
only for r = R). The form factor then writes:


sin(qR) 2
(34)
Pempty sphere (q) =
qR

†

It is by principle analogous to the minima of the Airy function describing the scattering by a circular hole.
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Table 1. Some analytical form factor of common objects. ∗ refers to calculations form factors averaged over all
directions. j0 (x) is the zero order Bessel function (sin(x)/x) and j1 (x) is the first order Bessel function (sin(x)/x 2 −
cos(x)/x).
Spherical shell of outer
radius R2 and inner
radius R1
Rod of length L and
negligible radius∗


Pspherical shell (q) =

1
R2 3 − R1 3



3j1 (qR2 )
R2 3
qR2

3j1 (qR1 )
R1 3
qR12

2

 qL/2
2
Prod (q) = qL
(j0 (y))2 dy with y =qLcos /2
0

Note that Prod (qL  1) = qL

Disk of radius R and
negligible thickness∗

Pdisk (q) =



j1 (2qR)
2
1
−
(qR)2
(qR)2

Rectangular parallelepiped
of thickness a, width b, and
length c∗

Pparalleliped (q) =
  
2 sin(qasin cos ) sin(qbsin sin ) sin(qccos )
2 2
sin d d
 0 0
qasin cos
qbsin sin
qccos

Gaussian chain

Pgaussian chain (q) =

2
2 2
(q 2 R 2 − 1 + e−q R ) withR = Rg
(q 2 R 2 )2

The overall decay is then like q−2 since one probes an object reduced to its surface.
For a bulk sphere, the calculation of the form factor is simple due to the spherical geometry:
2
 R
sin(qr)
dr
Psphere (q) =
4r 2
qr
0

(35)

That gives, after an integration by parts:


sin(qR) − qR cos(qR) 2
Psphere (q) = 3
(qR)3

(36)

The overall decay of such a form factor is here like q−4 .
Table 1 presents several form factors of other common objects (12) (5). Some other form factors
(ellipsoid, twisted ribbons, etc. . . ) can be found in (5). Various form factors are generally computed in
the analysis programs of Small Angle Scattering, the two most famous being SASView (14) and SASfit
(15), free to download.
Self-similar objects and fractal dimension
When an object has not a well-defined shape, its fractal dimension Df can be directly obtained from the
overall decay of the scattering in the intermediate regime. The fractal dimension links the mass of an
object M to its characteristics size R through:
M(R) ∝ R Df

(37)

The fractal dimension enables to characterize self-similar objects, id est objects that have the same
geometrical shape whatever the magnification they are looked. This fractal dimension has not necessary
an integer value like for Euclidean object.
In the experimental range for which the object has a fractal behavior, the density distribution is
g(r) ∝ r Df −d in a d-dimensions space (16). And thus, by Fourier transform:
P (q) ∝

1
q Df
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It is thus very easy to extract the fractal dimension of a system by a scattering experiment as it is a
simple reading of the slope value in log-log representation of I(q) versus q. For the fractal nature of the
system behavior to be meaningful, it has however to be observed on a sufficiently large q-range, one
decade at least. The fractal dimension is very useful to characterize aggregates (see part 2.6.5).
Exact form factor of an object with an irregular shape
When an object has an irregular shape, it is also possible to extract its exact form with a ‘low resolution’
(by comparison to what can be obtained from diffraction) by a numerical method based on simulated
annealing. This technique, popularized by Svergun (17), is generally used to make the calculation of
the form factor of proteins or aggregates. The principle is as follows: one first built an object with
an assembly of elementary scatterers whose sizes are typically of the order of 1/qmax where qmax is
the maximal experimental scattering vector probed during the experiment. In case of proteins, each
elementary scatterer may have a given SLD in order to take into account the difference in chemical
composition from one residue to another. The form factor of the object is then calculated according to
Eq. (28). The shape of the object is then progressively changed iteratively by moving some elementary
scatterers in order to minimize numerically the 2 between experimental and theoretical spectra. The
minimization is achieved by a Monte Carlo technique. This step may be tricky and it is a good
prerequisite to have a general idea of the shape of the object prior to the experiment to build a primary
object which is not far from the final solution, for instance with help of a classical SANS analysis.
Also some constraints on quantities such are connectivity or compacity can be imposed during the
minimization step. From experimental point of view, it is important to measure in dilute regime to
ensure that the experimental spectrum is not sensitive to the structure factor.

2.5.4 Cut function at large q
In previous part, the form factors were obtained in q-range for which the elementary scatterer was
considered as punctual. For instance, the radius of the rod was neglected in the formula of the form
factor of the rod presented in Table 1, as well as the thickness of the disc in the formula of the form
factor of the disc. However, at large q, this approximation is no longer valid and the measurement
becomes sensitive to the structure of the elementary scatterer at local scale. When this local structure
has a spherical symmetry, it is possible to decouple the respective contributions of the overall form factor
Poverall (q) and the form factor at the local scale Plocal (q), similarly to what has been done in Eq. (26) to
separate the form factor and the structure factor (12):
P (q) = Poverall (q) × Plocal (q)

(39)

Poverall (q) is here form factor of the object considering the elementary scatterers as punctual and reduced
to their gravity center and Plocal (q) is the form factor of the elementary scatterers.
If the observation scale q−1 is larger than the size a of the elementary scatterer, it is possible to
approximate Plocal (q) by the Guinier function and Eq. (39) becomes:
P (q) = Poverall (q) × e−

q 2 a2
3

(40)

This last equation is very useful to extract precisely the thickness of the wall a in an empty sphere with a
very large radius such as a large vesicle or the droplet of an emulsion which are infinite planes, scattering
like q−2 , in the window of observation of neutrons. As this is based on a Guinier approximation, a can
be obtained without any fitting.
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2.5.5 Porod regime/Scattering Invariant
The Porod regime refers to the regime where only the local scales are probed, id est q−1 is much
smaller than the size of the objects. At such scales, the scattering intensity is only sensitive to the
interfaces between two homogeneous media with different SLD. Indeed, only the parts of the sample
located in the vicinity of the interface scatter because all of the other parts do not scatter since they are
homogeneous from the point of view of SLD‡. In a two-components system of respective SLD 1 and
−1
scale, the scattered
2 , if the interfaces between the two components is perfectly smooth at the q
−4
intensity varies like q following the Porod law that is proportional to the surface area per unit
volume S/V of the sample, id est the quantity of scattering surfaces by unit volume:
I (q) =

2(

−
q4

2

1)

2

S
V

(41)

Since, one probes only interfaces, the Porod law may be understood with hands in the framework of
reflectivity. Indeed, the scattered intensity only results from the reflections of the incident beam on the
parts of the sample which have the correct orientation to provide a reflected beam towards a given angle
of scattering. It is then similar to the Fresnel reflectivity that decays like q−4 (see the reflectivity course
in this volume). The demonstration of the Porod law can be found in ref. (18).
The Porod law is valid whatever the geometry for any kind of a two-phase system. For isolated
objects the aim of the experimentalist is generally to obtain the surface to volume for the object itself
Sobj /Vobj and then the Porod law has to be rewritten taking into account the volume fraction obj with
S/V = obj (1 − obj )Sobj /vobj . For monodisperse spheres, the Porod radius RP can be estimated like:
3/Rp = Sobj /vobj . Note that the determination of S/V requires scattering intensity in absolute units.
When the interface is no longer smooth but rough or diffuse, or when the two media are
interpenetrated, this q−4 scattering may be multiplied by the Fourier transform of the SLD profile of
the interface. The analysis of the scattering may enable to determine such a profile. Further deepening
and examples on these variations around the Porod law can be found in ref. (18).
It is also possible to extract the respective volume fraction of phases in a incompressible two-phase
system thanks to the invariant scattering Q. Indeed, Porod showed that the total small angle scattering
from a sample is a constant irrespective of the way the sample density is distributed (3).
The scattered intensity can thus be integrated with respect to q:
 ∞

q )d3 q = 4
I (q)q 2 dq = 83 1 (1 − 1 )( 2 − 1 )2
(42)
Q = (
v

0

2.5.6 The determination of the scattering invariant requires a measurement of the scattered
intensity over a very large q-range. Since in practice experiments are often performed on a
limited q-range, the scattering invariant is seldom measured, although it is very powerful
method to value the volume fraction, or concentration, of objects. Representations
As any form factor P (q) has generally a very fast decay when going towards large q, its common
representation (and therefore the one of the scattered intensity) is usually the log(I (q)) versus log(q)
representation. However, depending on the regimes probed, some other useful representations such as
the Guinier representation ln(I (q))versus q 2 , that gives a slope proportional to Rg or or the Porod
representation I (q)q 4 versus q that gives a constant proportional to S/V. Also, when form factor decays
like q− , t is very convenient to use a I (q)q versus q representation that makes appear a constant

‡ A homogeneous media from the point of view of SLD does not scatter because, in average, there is always a wave scattered
by an elementary scatterer which is phase opposite to a wave scattered by an other elementary scatterer. The sum of all spherical
waves scattered permanently by the scatterers give rise back to a planar wave.
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and enables to show deviations or details from the decay law. The most commonly used is the Kratky
representation I (q)q 2 versus q which is very useful for the study of polymers.
2.5.7 Polydisperse systems
The objects probed by SANS are seldom monodisperse systems. Their radius R in case of spheres or
chain
 ∞ length N in case of polymeric chain usually follow a polydispersity distribution law f (R) (with
0 f (r)dR = 1). The most common are the Gaussian distribution, the lognormal distribution, which
is often encountered in colloidal system made of inorganic nanoparticles or the Schulz distribution
that describes the molecular weight distribution of synthetic polymers (see chapter 29 of (5)). The
th
relationship between
 ∞then gyration ratio and the mean radius are linked to some of the n moment of
n
the radius R  = 0 R f (R)dR.
When the density number of objects n/V is independent from polydispersity, then:
Rg 2  =

3 R8 
5 R6 

(43)

Or when the volume fraction is independent from polydispersity:
Rg 2  =

3 R5 
5 R3 

(44)

The exact values of R3 , R5 , R6  and R8 , for the three distributions Gaussian, lognormal and Schulz
distributions can be found in (5).
2.5.8 Experimental example: System of diluted nanospheres in aqueous media
We show here as an example the archetypical case of a system of spheres in diluted regime. The system
is made of negatively charged silica spheres of nanometric size in an aqueous solvent (normal water
here). In order to make the repulsive negative interactions between nanoparticules negligible, the mother
stock solution spheres has been diluted down to sil = 0.012, the pH has been set to ∼7 and the ionic
strength to I = 0.01M§ . Figure 7a shows the scattered intensity I(q) in log-log representation, after
data reduction and subtraction of incoherent scattering (see part 3). At first sight, the global decay of
the scattering varies like q−4 showing that one probes a bulky object at intermediate q and a Guinier
plateau at low q, showing the spheres are small enough to be fully characterized within the probed
q-range. Looking down to Eq. (36) (form factor of sphere) it appears that there are extinctions at some
specifics q’s, when tan(qR) = qR, thus for q1 R = 4.49, q2 R = 7.72, q2 R = 10.91, etc.). Experimentally,
there is an oscillation corresponding to the first extinction at q1 ∼ 0.055 Å−1 . This gives a raw estimate
of the radius of spheres Rsil of 4.49/0.55 ∼80 Å. The second minima should be then located at
q2 ∼ 7.72/80 = 0.096 Å−1 . This second minima is hardly visible on Fig. 7a due to statistics. Please
note that it is much easy to observe the extinctions in the Porod representation (Fig. 7c) since the
multiplication by q4 enables to compensate the overall q−4 behavior decay in order to probe the detailed
features of the scattering curve, similarly as a Fresnel representation in a neutron reflectivity experiment.
The intensity I(q)q→0 is around 39 cm−1 and also enables to evaluate the radius. The SLD of
silica is 3.41 1010 cm−2 and those of H2 O is −0.56 1010 cm−2 . Thus, according to equation, Vsil is
I(q→0)/ 2 sil = 39/(0.012*(3.41 1010 − −0.56 1010 )2 ) ∼ 2.0610−18 cm3 , or 2.06 106 Å3 . This gives
Rsil ∼ 79 Å, in perfect accordance with the value derived from the estimate from the extinction!

§ Such system is perfect for a half-day SAS practice, whether it is SANS or SAXS. Mother concentrated stock solutions of
almost monodisperse nanospheres of various mean radii can be purchased indeed at very low prices. sil is very easy to estimate
by gravimetry.
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Figure 7. Scattering from a diluted suspension of silica nanospheres in water. (a) Log-log representation; (b)
Guinier representation; (c) Porod representation.

In order to go further in the modeling, the dotted line of Fig. 7a shows the calculated scattered
intensity of the system, taking into the pre-factors of contrast and volume fraction, and an Rsil of
80 Å. The Guinier region is perfectly reproduced by the model. However, in the intermediate regime,
if the locations of the extinctions occur at the expected q1 and q2 values, they are much marked in the
calculation. This comes from two effects: (i) a possible polydispersity of the distribution of radii of
nanoparticles and (ii) the convolution by the experimental resolution, which is always important for the
neutrons. The final modeling of the experimental intensity (continuous line in Fig. 7a) corresponds to
the form factor of spheres with a lognormal distribution with R0 = 75 Å and  = 0.17 that gives a mean
radius Rmean of 78.5 Å, very close to the initial estimate from q1 and I(q→0).
Figure 7b shows the Guinier plot of the scattered intensity. The Guinier behavior is well recovered
and enables to extract a gyration radius Rg_sil of 72 Å, the validity domain (qRg < 1,) being thus
respected down to 0.014 Å−1 . Rg_sil is lower than Rsil as expected. The calculation of Rg_sil taking
into account the polydispersity with the values of the model gives 71 Å, in perfect accordance with the
experimental data.
Finally, the Porod representation enables to obtain an estimate the surface volume S/V from
I(q→ ∞)q4 ∼ 5 1026 cm−5 . S/V ∼ 5 1026 /(2*(3.41 1010 − −0.56 1010 )2 ) = 5 104 cm−1 and then
Ssphere /Vsphere = S/V*sil (1 − sil ) ∼ 4.25 106 cm−1 (or 0.04 2 Å−1 ). This gives a Porod radius RP of
70 Å, of the order of the radii derived from others methods.
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2.6 What can be extracted from the analysis of the structure factor
We will focus on this part on the structure factor that probes the correlations between objects and we
consider the case of a binary system of n rigid centro-symmetrical objects in a continuous media, as in
part 2.4.2. As mentioned in part 2.1, it will enable to measure the correlation pair function of centers
of mass of objects gobj (r) (that will be simplified hereafter to g(r)) in order to get a full description
of the structures. Such structure is obviously set by the interactions (attractive, repulsive, long-ranged,
short-ranged, etc. and thus to the potential pair interaction between objects V (r) that represents
the effective overall averaged interaction between objects. Obviously a system for which repulsions
dominate will have a homogeneous structure and conversely an attractive system a heterogeneous
structure. For very attractive systems, the objects will stick themselves to form aggregates. Although
the aggregates results from interactions objects, their structure factor resembles more to a form factor
than to what is classically depicted as a structure factor. The aggregates case will thus be discussed in a
specific paragraph.
As a preliminary remark, please note that S(q→ ∞) = 1. Indeed, in the double sum of formula (27’)
−
→
that describes the structure factor, e−i q . = 1 when = and all other terms vanish when q → ∞. In
practice, such a limit is obtained when q is much larger than the inverse of the typical size of the object.
Equation (27’) may also be rewritten explicitly as a function of g(r) (19):
 ∞

sin qr
4r 2 dr
g(r)ei q r dr = 1 + v
(g(r) − 1)
(45)
S(q) = 1 + v
qr
0
volumeV
where V is the number density of objects (n/V). The density at a distance r from the mass center of the
object is thus g(r).
S(q) and g(r) are related by a simple Fourier Transform FT. However in is usually not possible to
extract easily g(r) by an inverse Fourier transform of experimental SANS data for two reasons. First,
S(q) is measured on a limited range of q. Second, it is necessary to take into account the experimental
resolution, which is poor in SANS (see part 3).
There are some simple experimental cases for which the structure factor is trivial: (i) for systems
without any interactions, g(r) = 1 and S(q) = 1, (ii) for very diluted systems, id est for “gas of objects”
S(q) = 1 because ∼ 0 and (iii) in case of crystals, g(r) shows a series of peaks (which are Dirac
function at zero temperature) corresponding to the positions of the objects within the crystalline lattice
and S(q) shows a series of Dirac function which are the Bragg peaks of diffraction. Otherwise, and this
is the most interesting case, one obtains a correlation at small r and disorder at large r.
A very important property of S(q) is its value at 0. As explained in 2.3.2, it is proportional to
the isothermal compressibility T . In SANS, one probes objects of size which are much larger than
small molecules. The dispersing medium (solvent, matrix, etc.) may be considered as a continuum and
the relevant parameter to describe the pressure of objects within the continuous media is the osmotic
pressure . The isothermal osmotic compressibility is thus:
*
kT *

=
T

1
S(0)

(46)

The evaluation of isothermal compressibility immediately informs on the overall sign of interactions
(repulsions/attractions) and its strength.
For repulsive systems, the system is homogeneous and has a liquid-like behavior. S(q) shows
thus the following features: In the low q region, S(q) has a value lower than 1 due to its weak
compressibility whose value can be extrapolated from S(q→0). The smaller it is, the more repulsive the
system is. At intermediate q, S(q) shows a correlation peak at q∗ followed by its harmonics, associated
to the mean distance between objects with dmean ∼ 2/q∗ . The stronger the repulsions, the higher the
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intensity of the peak (at constant ) since there are less fluctuations around the mean distance between
objects. At large q, S(q) is ∼ 1.
As the system is homogeneous, when the volume fraction  is increased (respectively decreased),
the correlation peak moves towards large q (respectively low q). Indeed, the total volume is Vtot =
n d3mean . Given that is  = nVobj /Vtot (where Vobj is the volume of the object), it comes that  =
Vobj /d3mean and thus:
q∗ =

2
vobj 1/3

1/3

(47)

Measurements at different concentrations, assuming that the form factor does not change with
concentration (which is valid for rigid objects), enable to check such a dilution law and therefore the
3-D homogeneous structure of the suspensions∗∗ . Deviation to dilution law gives information on lower
dimensionality of organization.
For attractive systems, the system becomes heterogeneous. In the low q region, S(q) has a value
larger than 1 due to its large compressibility. S(q) progressively increases when going towards low q. The
more heterogeneous the system, the larger the increase since such there are more density fluctuations
within the system. In given cases, it is possible to extract a correlation size from the study of this low
q-region (see next part 2.6.4). For weakly attractive systems, there is usually no correlation peak in the
scattering spectra. However, for more strongly attractive systems, there is generally a correlation peak
at a q∗ corresponding to the most probable distance dmp between objects that is the contact between
two objects. For spheres of radius R0 , this gives dmp = 2R0 ∼ 2/q∗ . Please keep in mind that S(q)
gives a static picture averaged over all the structures adopted by the system during the measurement.
The contact between two objects is not necessarily permanent. At large q, S(q) is here again ∼ 1 by
principle.
Figure 8, taken from (20), illustrates the evolution of the structure factor when tuning the interactions
by adding salt in a system of spherical magnetic nanoparticles of -Fe2 O3 that bear negative charge at
their surface dispersed in an aqueous solvent. Briefly, there are Van der Waals and magnetic dipolar
attractive interactions in the systems between nanoparticles which are counterbalanced by electrostatic
repulsions that ensure the colloidal stability. Such repulsions may be partially screened by the addition
of salt, which makes the system pass from purely repulsive when potential pair is completely dominated
by electrostatics (for an ionic strength of 0.0025 M) to partially attractive when attractions are of the
same order of magnitude (at 0.1 M) up to clearly attractive (at 0.18 M). Further addition of salt leads to
precipitation. Figure 8a shows the S(q) for the different ionic strength and Fig. 8c some sketches of the
system in direct space for the corresponding salinities, while Fig. 8b shows the evolution of S(q) upon
an increase of  at constant ionic strength when the system is dominated by repulsions and therefore
repulsive.

2.6.1 Weakly interacting system: Virial expansion and second Virial coefficient system
A very convenient way to determine the sign of potential pair and possibly an overall estimation of its
intensity in diluted system is to measure the second Virial coefficient A2 from S(q). This is based on the
∗∗ Besides the canonical case of rigid centro-symmetrical presented here, it is very common to study q∗ as function of
concentration c in order to check the homogeneity of a given system, or its regime of dilution in a polymeric system. For instance,
1/3
the correlation peak observed in solutions of polyelectrolyte (aka the “polyelectrolyte peak”) varies like cP EL in dilute regime
1/2
∗
and cPEL in semi-dilute regime, the threshold concentration being set at the overlapping concentration c (see for instance the very
nice course from Combet et al. in (48)).
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Figure 8. Structure factor for an aqueous suspension of spherical magnetic nanoparticles of -Fe2 O3 (of radius
around ∼ 3.5 nm) for various physicochemical conditions, from reference (20). (a) S(q) as function of ionic strength
at  = 0.07. (b) S(q) as function of  at I = 0.025M. The inset demonstrates that  = V0bj / d3mean (see Eq. (46)).
(c) Schematic pictures of the system in direct space for the different ionic strength.

description of the equation of state of the system by a Virial expansion:
 = v kT + v 2 A2 kT + v 3 A3 kT + v 4 A4 kT + · · ·

(48)

where the second Virial coefficient A2 stands for two-bodies correlations between two objects, the third
coefficient A3 for three-bodies correlations, the fourth between four-bodies A4 , etc.
For a system without interactions (perfect gas), one recovers the Van’t Hoff law ( = vkT ) and
for diluted systems, the Virial expansion is limited to second coefficient as three-bodies correlations or
higher orders are negligible ( = v kT + v 2 A2 kT + 0( 3 ). It comes that:
*
kT * v
Since the solution is diluted (

V A2

=
T

1
≈ 1 + 2 v A2 + 0( v 2 )
S(0)

(49)

<< 1), this also gives:
S(0) ≈

1
≈ 1 − 2 v A2
1 + 2 A2

Some authors choose to plot either 1/S(0) or S(0). Take care on the sign!
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At infinite dilution, for systems interacting through isotropic interactions, g(r)
V (r)
e− kT . Thus, Eq. (44) at q = 0 for very diluted systems becomes (19):
 ∞

V (r)
e− kT − 1 4r 2 dr + · · ·
S(0) ≈ 1 + v

→0

tends towards

(51)

0

It comes that the second Virial coefficient is linked to the pair potential (19) by:

1 ∞  − V (r) 
e kT 4r 2 dr
A2 =
2 0

(52)

Thus, if repulsions are dominant (V (r) > 0), A2 has a positive value. Conversely, if attractions are
dominant, A2 is negative.
In order to extract the second Virial coefficient, it is necessary to make several measurements in
the low q region at different concentrations c (or densities) to obtain S(0) for every concentration in
order to plot S(0) versus c. In this low-q region, the form factor P(q) is generally in the Guinier regime.
The proper way to evaluate A2 , as well as Rg (that may vary one concentration to another) is to make
a Zimm Plot where all measurements are plotted like c/(I(q, c)) versus q 2 to obtain Rg and S(0) for
every concentration, given that PGuinier (q) ≈ 1 −

q 2 Rg2
3

≈

in chapter 22 of (5).

1
1+

q 2 Rg2
3

. Such a plot is for instance presented

2.6.2 Simulations
There is nowadays a strong development of simulations (Monte-Carlo, molecular dynamics,) which is
very convenient as it gives by principle the exact link between g(r) and V (r). The main limit is set by
the size of the simulation box L which is necessarily limited and does not allow to probe large r, and
therefore low q’s. It is also not very well adapted to the standard treatment of many experimental spectra
as every simulation is time consuming by itself. For further information on simulations and neutrons
you may read the following special issue from the SFN collection (21).

2.6.3 Integral equations
A proper way to make the link between g(r) (or S(q) ) and V (r) is to use the integral equations. This is
a bit complex and out of scope of this course. We will thus only recall shortly its principle. An interested
reader may find some very good introduction to it in the course of Luc Belloni (19) that is especially
well written.
The basis of this method is based on the Orstein-Zernike equation that states that g(r), or more
precisely to the total correlation function h(r) (defined by g(r) − 1), is decomposed in a direct part,
the direct correlation function c(r), and an indirect part which is the convolution between these two
functions and stands for the correlations occurring respectively via the 3rd object, the 4th object, . . . or
the nth . . . object):

h(r) = c(r) + v h(r )c(|r − r |)d r
(53)
V (r)

The direct correlation function c(r) behaves like e− kT − 1 at infinite dilution and like − VkT(r) at very
long range (when interactions become very weak).
In Fourier space, the convolution product becomes a simple product and therefore:
S(q) = 1 + H (q) = 1/(1 − v C(q))
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Figure 9. Calculated S(q) for a system of monodisperse hard spheres of diameter d0 = 125 Å at various  in the
Percus-Yevick approximation.

In order to solve the problem, a second equation is necessary since two functions are unknown. Such a
second relation is the closure relation, or integral equation:


V (r)
g(r) = exp −
+ h(r) − c(r) + b(r)
(55)
kT
In previous equation, the bridge function b(r) is unknown. The aim of statistical physics of liquids is
then to get a good solution for such a bridge function. Some approximations exist, that define different
integral equations. The most famous
ones are the HNC
 equation (Hypernetted chain), for which b(r) has

been suppressed g(r) = exp − VkT(r) + h(r) − c(r) , which is well suited for electrostatic systems;
the equation PY
for
 which the term h(r) − c(r) has been linearized with respect to
 (Percus-Yevick),

the HNC one g(r) = exp − VkT(r) (1 + h(r) − c(r)) , and that described well hard-spheres systems;
and finally the MSA(Mean Spherical
 Approximation), for which the whole exponential term of HNC
has been linearized c(r) = − VkT(r) . All these successive simplifications require to use such integral
equations only for adequate pair potentials V (r), otherwise it leads to large errors. The equations PY
and MSA are often used as they have analytical forms. PY is often used to treat hard spheres potentials
(or sticky potentials with short attractions range) and MSA for electrostatic systems following (22) since
it enables to account for the Yukawa potential that describes the electrostatic part of the famous DLVO
potential that is generally used to describe the behavior of charged colloids (the short-range Van der
Waals part of the potential of the DLVO being neglected). The proper use and limits of these equations
are very well discussed in (19), as well as further discussion on charged systems. The analytical forms
of S(q) calculated by PY and MSA are very lengthy and are thus not reproduced here but can be found in
chapter 32 of (5). As an illustration, Fig. 9 shows the structure factor of a system of spheres interacting
through hard-core interactions for various volume fractions calculated with PY.

2.6.4 Attractive systems: Correlation length
In heterogeneous systems (gels, interpenetrated aggregated systems, binary systems close a demixion,
etc.), it is difficult to extract a typical size in the system. However, it is possible to obtain a correlation
length  in the system (for instance when the system is close to a coexistence line) assuming that g(r)
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has a fast decay like g(r) ∝

e−r/
.
r

S(q) is then a Lorentzian:
S(q) ∝

q2

1
+ −2

(56)

−2 can thus be extracted from the interpolation at 1/S(q=0) in a 1/(S(q) versus q 2 plot.
2.6.5 Aggregates
We consider here the case of aggregates and focus for sake of simplicity on those made of spherical
objects of volume Vobj . The scattered intensity allows a fine characterization of their aggregation number
Nagg if they have a finite size, id est if their overall size is lower than 1/qmin , of their fractal dimension
Df and on their compactness.
The aggregation number Nagg can be obtained very simply from the measurement of the mass of
aggregates (through I(q → 0), see Eq. (30)) if the volume fraction of the objects obj and volume of
objects Vobj are known, whatever the shape of the aggregate. Indeed, since the spheres touch themselves,
Eq. (30) may be applied as the aggregate forms a single object and one gets:
2
2


(57)
I (q = 0) = obj − media obj Vagg = obj − media obj Nagg Vobj
where Vagg is the volume of the aggregate. Experimentally, it is sometimes possible to measure both the
respective scattering from isolated object and those from aggregates (for instance when aggregation is
induced by a parameter such as the addition of salt, an appliance of a magnetic field, drying of solvent,
etc.). In this case Nagg is simply obtained by the division of the two spectra for I(q→0) (taking obviously
into account the contrast and volume fraction terms).
For very dense aggregates of finite size, the inner of the aggregate is rather homogeneous from
the point of view of SLD. The scattering resembles then to the form factor of the object whose shape
corresponds to the envelop of the aggregate (which is very often a sphere) in the Guinier region at low
q and at intermediate q. At larger q, as all objects have numerous contacts with other ones in the inner
of the aggregate, there is also a correlation peak corresponding to the contact between objects (at q∗ ∼
2/2R0 for spheres of radius R0 ). The intensity of this correlation peak increases with Nagg because the
mean number of contacts increases. When the shape of the scattering curve can be modeled by a form
factor, it gives access to the volume of the aggregate Vagg . The compactness of the aggregate is then
directly derived via Nagg Vobj /Vagg .
For open aggregates, it is not possible to model the scattering by a form factor. In the intermediate
regime q, the scattered intensity shows a power law decay whose exponent gives to the fractal dimension
of the aggregates if observed on a sufficiently large q-range, at least one decade to make sense. Such
fractal dimension Df is linked to the process of aggregation between the objects. For spheres interacting
through an isotropic potential, Df is 1.78 in case of Diffusion Limited Aggregation (DLA) and 2.1
for Reaction Limited Aggregation (RLA) (23) (24). DLA occurs when aggregation is only limited
by diffusion processes and aggregation occurs at contact (“stuck when touched”) while RLA occurs
when objects have to overcome a barrier potential to aggregates, for instance in case of weakly charged
systems. For anisotropic objects such an cylinders, Df increases with the aspect ratio of objects up to
2.3 in case of RLA for highly anisotropic rods (25). The correlation peak corresponding to the contact
between objects is usually hardly visible. For aggregates of finite size, it is possible to estimate an
overall size of aggregates Ragg from Nagg , Df and Vobj . Indeed, from the definition of a mass fractal (see
Eq. (37)), it comes that Ragg = Nagg 1/Df Robj .
The typical features of aggregates of the scattered intensity of aggregates are illustrated in Fig. 10.
It shows the hierarchical structure observed in a nanocomposite system made of spherical magnetic
nanoparticles of -Fe2 O3 of around 10 nm in diameter dispersed in a polystyrene (PS) matrix (26). At
low volume fraction (part = 10−5 ), dense primary aggregates composed of a few tens of nanoparticles
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Figure 10. Structural characterization of a nanocomposite system made of spherical magnetic nanoparticles of
-Fe2 O3 of around 10 nm in diameter dispersed in a polystyrene (PS) matrix at different volume fractions (26).
(a) TEM picture for a sample at (part = 5 10−4 ); (b) TEM picture for a sample at (part = 10−5 ); (c) Scattered
intensity at various part and main features of the scattering spectra.

are formed: I(q) superimpose to the form factor of the nanoparticle at very large q, shows a strong
correlation peak at 0.06 Å−1 originating from the contact between nanoparticles, a strong decay at
intermediate q (between q−3 and q−4 ) showing that nanoparticles form dense 3-D aggregates and a
plateau in the Guinier region. At higher volume fraction, these dense primary aggregates aggregate
themselves at larger scale to form a hierarchical structure. The scattering in the large q region is
then similar to those obtained at low volume fraction case but differ in the low q region. The former
Guinier region is replaced by a q−1.7 scattering decay, reminiscent of the RLA process, showing that
primary aggregates have aggregated themselves. Finally, at much smaller q, a Guinier plateau is reached,
enabling to obtain the overall aggregation number of these “open aggregates of dense aggregates”. Such
structures are perfectly recovered by TEM pictures of the system in real system. Please remember that
these TEM picture cannot provide any quantitative characterization of the system.
2.7 Contrast variation
We will give a brief overview here on the possibilities offered by neutrons to finely tune the scattering
signal by playing on the value of the SLD i of the elementary scatterers in the system to either enhance
or extinct some parts of the signal to perform refined studies, these tricks being known as contrast
variation methods. This is based on the fact that the coherent scattering length varies from one isotope
to another for neutrons, that atoms which are located in adjacent places in the periodic table may have
very different coherent scattering length and, above all, that the relevant parameter for the contrast term
in SANS is the SLD and not the coherent scattering length. The SLD of an elementary scatter can thus
be tuned either by partial or total specific substitution. The most famous (and used!) case is the one
of hydrogen. 1 H and deuterium 2 H that have very different values (see Table 2 that presents the bi of
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Table 2. Coherent scattering length of most common atoms found in organic compounds and scattering length
density of some representative molecules. PS refers to PolyStyrene.
Coherent scattering length b (10−12 cm)
1
H
D (2 H)
C
O
N
−0.374
0.667
0.665
0.580 0.936
Scattering length density (1010 cm−2 )
H2 O
D2 O
Mixture of H2 O
PSH
PSD
and D2 O with a given H2O
−0.56
6.38
−0.56H2O +6.38(1 − H2O )
1.41
6.5

the most common elements of organic compounds and the SLD of some representative molecules).
Although it is in practice done most of the times on hydrogen, it is not limited to such an atom.
For instance, b(58 Ni) is 1.4 10−12 cm (one of the highest of the periodic table) and b(62 Ni) is −0.87
10−12 cm. Also, a solvent made of the mixture of hydrogenated and deuterated molecules of the same
chemical species behaves as a single solvent from point of view of physical properties, the SLD of the
mixture being the average of the scattering length density of the objects weighted by their respective
volume fraction (see the example for mixture of light and heavy water in Table 2).
The contrast variation methods may be used with three different strategies that will be depicted
hereafter: (i) creating some contrast to probe some molecules within an homogenous phase such as a
polymer melt; (ii) match selectively the scattering of a given component in a ternary system by adjusting
its SLD to the one of the second one to probe only the scattering of the third; (iii) make mixtures
of hydrogenated and deuterated objects to separate the form factor and the structure factor within the
scattering intensity.
2.7.1 Selective deuteration to create some contrast within an homogenous phase
In the previous parts, we have implicitly considered that there was an existing contrast between the
objects to be characterized and the continuous phase. In practice, this is not the case in two situations:
(i) when one wants to probe an object within a continuous phase made of the same objects or (ii) when
the SLD of the continuous phase is exactly (or almost. . . ) similar to the SLD of the object. The first
case occurs typically for the characterization of a polymeric chain within its own polymeric melt and
the latter when characterizing an organic compound within a solvent that has a very close chemical
composition (for instance when probing polystyrene PS within toluene given that the chemical structure
of a repetition unit of PS is exactly similar to the one of a toluene molecule). The system is thus
homogeneous from a SLD point of view. In order to create a contrast within the system, the SLD
of one of the two components has to be changed by isotopic substitution, generally the deuteriation
of hydrogen atom (see Fig. 11). This is very easy to achieve experimentally when one component is a
solvent, otherwise deuteration of a given molecule has to be done specifically (see part 3.4).
In both cases it is assumed that deuteration does not change the physical properties of the system.
This is generally true, but such properties can be changed, in particular if they are linked to hydrogen
bonding. For instance, the properties of D2 O are slightly changed with respect to H2 O (melting
point is at 4 ◦ C, maximum of density at 11 ◦ C, pD is equal to pH+0.4. . . ). Also, the Flory–Huggins
interaction parameter of a hydrogenated monomer with is deuterated counterpart is not necessary null
( = 1.7 10−4 for the couple PSH /PSD ) (27). Such modifications have to be taken into account for data
interpretation.
Form factor within the polymer melt
In the case of the introduction of deuterated object within similar hydrogenated objects, only the form
factor is measured, whatever the content in deuterated objects. Let us write xD the volume fraction
of deuterated objects. Since both deuterated and hydrogenated elementary scatterers have the same
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Figure 11. Creating some contrast within a polymer blend by isotopic substitution to enable a SANS
characterization. Left panel: all repetition units are hydrogenated, it is not possible to distinguish is a repetition
unit belong to a chain or another, the blend is an homogeneous media; Right panel, the deuteration of some chains
reveal them and allows their characterization.

volume, the general Eq. (18) can be written either from the point of view of deuterated or from one of
hydrogenated objects which have the same form factor P(q) and structure factor Q(q):
I (q) = (
I (q) = (

D

−

H)

D
2

−

H)

2

vobj 2 SDD (q) = (

vobj 2 SH H (q) = (

D

−

D

H)

2

−

H)

2

vobj 2 [xD nN 2 P (q) + xD 2 n2 N 2 Q(q)]

vobj 2 [(1 − xD )nN 2 P (q) + (1 − xD )2 n2 N 2 Q(q)]

(58)
(58 )

It comes that: xD P (q) + xD 2 nQ(q) = (1 − xD )P (q) + (1 − xD )2 nQ(q) and thus that:
P (q) = −nQ(q)

(59)

The intensity finally writes:
I (q) = (

D

−

H)

2

vobj 2 xD (1 − xD )nN 2 P (q)

(60)

Experimentally, the maximum of intensity is obtained for xD = 0.5 (“theorem 50/50”) (28).
2.7.2 Contrast variation in ternary system
It is very often very interesting to study a system made of three distinct kinds of elementary scatterers.
This situation appears when one aims at characterizing a mixture of two species in a continuous
phase, or at characterizing a complex object made of two distinct parts with different SLD in a
continuous phase, as for example a colloidal suspension made of inorganic nanoparticles grafted by
polymeric chains for which is it interesting to probe separately the inorganic core and the polymeric
corona (29) (30)†† . In such ternary system, the general equation of scattering (18) writes:
I (q) = k2 2 S22 (q) + k2 k3 k23 (q) + k3 2 S33 (q)

(61)

with k = b − b1 vv1 ·
†† The contrast variation technique is especially suited for the study of suspensions of hairy spherical nanoparticles because the
structure factor is similar in both contrasts. In the “core” contrast, the form factor of the object is generally trivial to model as it is
the one of a smooth sphere, the experiment enables thus to extract the structure factor to determine the overall organization of the
hairy objects. On the reverse, the measurement in the “shell” contrast enables the fine characterization of the polymeric shell as it
allows a very accurate determination of the form factor once the scattered intensity has been divided by the structure factor.
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Figure 12. Principle of contrast matching in a ternary system made of a mixture of nanoparticles and polymeric
chains in a solvent (left panel). When the SLD of the solvent is adjusted to the one of the nanoparticles, only the
chains are visible (top right panel). Similarly, when the SLD of the solvent is adjusted to the one of the chains, only
the nanoparticles are visible (bottom right panel).

The interpretation of the scattering spectra is almost impossible as it is the sum of three unknown
partial structure factors. However, if the SLD of the continuous phase 1 (b1 /v1 ) can be continuously
tuned and set to a value for which k2 = b2 − b1 vv21 = 0 , then Eq. (60) reduces to I (q) = k3 2 S33 (q).
Similarly, for k3 = b2 − b1 vv21 = 0,I (q) = k2 2 S22 (q). These specific values of 1 are the contrast
matching conditions. It comes then possible to analyze the SANS data following parts 2.5 and 2.6,
for which we considered the case of the a two-components system since the ternary system becomes a
binary system from the SLD point of view (see illustration for a mixture of nanoparticles and chains in a
solvent in Fig. 12 or for an emulsion in Fig. 13). Moreover, once S22 (q) and S33 (q) are determined at the
contrast matching conditions, the partial structure S23 (q) depicting correlations between the two species
can be obtained by a measurement at a third contrast conditions for which k2 = 0 and k3 = 0.
Such elegant experiments require that the SLD of the continuous phase 1 can be continuously tuned
on a very large range. Fortunately, when this continuous phase is either water or a common organic
solvent, its SLD varies on a range that covers almost all existing materials when passing from fully
hydrogenated to fully deuterated solvent molecules owing to the strong difference of coherent scattering
length between 1 H and 2 H. Please note that it is possible to set 1 to 0 for water (in a 8%D2 O/92%H2 O
mixture), thus contrast variation can be used in complex systems containing air such as foams.
In order to illustrate the principle of contrast variation, we show here an example extracted from
reference (31) that aims at characterizing gels made of aqueous mixtures of lysozyme, a small positively
charged globular protein, whose scattering can be matched in a mixture 98%D2 O/2%H2 O mixture, and
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Figure 13. Principle of contrast matching in an emulsion. The radius of a droplet being much larger than the scale
probed by neutrons, only the local surface of such droplet is probed. When the SLD of the solvent is adjusted to the
one of oil, only the surfactant layers is probed that resembles locally to a plan and it thickness is measured. When
the SLD of the solvent is adjusted to the one of surfactant, the droplet appear smooth to neutrons and specific area
of the droplet is measured according to Porod law.

PolyStyrene Sulfonate (PSS), a negatively charged polyelectrolyte, whose scattering can be matched
43%D2 O/57%H2 O. Both components can thus be easily matched, as in Fig. 12. Figure 13 shows the
scattered intensity of the system in both contrast conditions, either when PSS is matched (Fig. 14a), or
when lysozyme is matched (Fig. 14b), where they are compared with the scattering spectra of individual
systems (in black) at the same concentrations within the same D2 O/H2 O mixtures. It immediately
appears that both species are organized in a very different way within the mixture.
Briefly, the main features of scattering spectra enable to picture the refined structure of the gel. The
scattering of the pure solution of PSS chains decays like q−1 at large q, as observed for a factor of a rigid
rod, because of repulsions between adjacent charges along the backbone rigidify the chain. At small q,
the scattering decays strongly when going towards low q, showing that the osmotic compressibility is
very weak due to strong electrostatic repulsions between chains. Such strong repulsions organize the
chains in an homogeneous transient network and it appears at intermediate q a strong correlation peak
whose q∗ position is linked to the mesh size of the network  (q∗ = 2/). In presence of proteins, the
main features of the scattering are recovered, showing that the overall organization of the PSS chains
is not altered by protein, except that q∗ has been strongly shifted towards low q. Such large increase of
the mesh size suggests a strong shrinking of the chains at local scale owing to mass conservation, and
thus that chains are partially rolled around the proteins. The scattering of the pure solution of proteins
resembles to the form factor of spherical objects with a Guinier plateau at low q and a q−4 scattering
decay at large q due to the globular shape the proteins. There is no structure factor, the system behaving
thus like at a perfect gas. In presence of PSS chains, the scattering of the proteins superimpose with
such form factor at large q, there is thus no specific organization at the local scales. At the lowest q, the
scattering varies strongly with a q−2.5 decay, revealing large density fluctuations of proteins within the
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Figure 14. Illustration of contrast matching on gels made of an aqueous mixture of positively charged globular
proteins (in green on the sketches) and negatively charged polyelectrolyte chains (in red in the sketches) from
(31). (a) Scattering of the system when chains are matched (green curve) compared to the system of pure proteins
at the same concentration in the same contrast conditions (black curve); (b) Scattering of the system when
proteins are matched (yellow curve) compared to the system of pure chains at the same concentration in the same
contrast conditions (black curves); (c) Schematic structure of the system combining partial structures from the two
components extracted from both contrast conditions.

gel which are organized with a fractal dimension of 2.5. Remarkably, the change of scattering regimes
occurs exactly at the q* of the correlation peak in the other contrast. The heterogeneities of distributions
proteins of proteins occur at larger scale than the mesh size of the network. The gel can thus be described
schematically as containing two types of meshes with a very heterogeneous distribution, one filled with
protein and the other not (Fig. 13c), and that the meshes contain proteins crosslink all the PSS network
to form a macroscopic gel.
This example demonstrates the power of the contrast variation technique as is shows that the
extinction of the scattering signal can be achieved very neatly. Indeed, on Fig. 13, the scattering
of the lysozyme when PSS chains are matched is 1000 times higher than those of PSS chains
when proteins are matched while the contrast terms ( specie − solvent )2 are similar in both cases by
symmetry! Also it enables to demonstrate that within the mixture co-exist a very homogeneous system
(PSS network chains) and a very heterogeneous system (proteins acting as cross-linkers).
More than 3 components?
The contrast matching technique is very suited for ternary systems. However it is possible to characterize
a 4-components system when 2 objects have the same SLD, so they can be matched together in order to
give access to the lone scattering of the third one (32).
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Figure 15. Principle of extrapolation to zero concentration method. Several mixtures of deuterated and
hydrogenated objects are made with the same number of object but a variable content in deuterated objects. The
partial structure factors are the same in all samples. (a) When the SLD 1 of continuous phase is different from H
and D , all contributions are visible. (b) When 1 = H ; SDD (q) is visible: the structure factor Q(q) progressively
vanishes when the content in deuterated objects is decreased.

2.7.3 Separating form factor and structure factor for a system objects in a continuous phase
We showed in part 2.4.2 how the respective contributions to the scattering of the structure factor and
of the form factor object can be decoupled easily for centro-symmetrical objects (see part 2.4.2) in a
continuous phase. This remains in practice limited to the study of systems of nanospheres (micelles,
inorganic nanospheres. . . ). We will show here how it is possible to decouple the structure factor and
the form factor thanks to contrast variation whatever the system and without any prior assumption
on the form factor and structure factor. This is especially important for the study of polymeric systems.
Two methods are possible which are both are based on the principle of making measurements on
mixtures of deuterated and hydrogenated of the same objects with a variable content of deuterated
objects xD objects and to choose craftily the SLD of the continuous phase.
Following Eq. (18), the scattered intensity of a mixture writes:
I (q) = bH 2 SH (q) + 2.bH bD bH D (q) + bD 2 SD (q)

(62)

Both form factor and structure factor may vary with n. The partial structure factors write:
SD (q) = xD nN 2 P (q, n) + xD 2 n2 N 2 Q(q, n)

(63)

SH D (q) = xD (1 − xD )n2 N 2 Q(q, n)

(63’)

SH (q) = (1 − xD )nN P (q, n) + (1 − xD ) n N Q(q, n)
2

2 2

2

(63”)

In the first method, called interpolation to zero concentration (Fig. 14), the idea is to (i) make several
measurements on different mixtures with the same overall concentration at constant n but different xD
(Fig. 15) to get the same form factor P (q) and the same structure factor Q(q) in all samples and
(ii) to adjust the SLD of the continuous phase to the one of the hydrogenated objects (kH = 0), so that
the scattered intensity becomes:
I (q) = kD 2 SDD (q)
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Figure 16. Principle of Zero Average contrast. A Mixture of deuterated and hydrogenated objects is made in a
continuous phase of SLD 1 with a content in deuterated object xD and H < 1 < D . The ZAC conditions are
achieved for (1 − xD )( H − 1 ) + xD ( D − 1 ) = 0. In such conditions only the form factor is visible.

It comes that:
I (q)
kD 2 xD nN 2

= P (q) + xD nQ(q)

(65)

The different measurements allow to make the linear interpolation to get P (q) (for xD → 0) and Q(q)
from the slope. It is rather robust since the scattering of structure factor progressively vanishes when
decreasing xD . If an other kind of object is added within the mixture that has the same SLD as the
hydrogenated object kH (one has to be lucky...), the method stay valid since all the contributions from
the second kind of object vanished. This has been for example applied to the determination of the
conformation of a polyelectrolyte chain within a protein/polyelectrolyte complex (33). Please however
note that it is difficult to achieve experimentally with a good accuracy since the linear interpolation has
to be done for every q. Measurements with very low errors bars are imperative, and thus time consuming.
The second method is very elegant and is called the Zero Averaged Contrast method. The only
requirement for such method is that the SLD of the continuous phase must lie between the one of the
hydrogenated object and the one of deuterated object.
Let us write the whole scattered intensity (Eqs. (18) and (25)) by separating the form factor and the
structure factor:

I (q) 
= (1 − xD )kH 2 + xD kD 2 P (q, n) + n ((1 − xD )kH + xD kD )2 Q(q, n)
2
nN

(66)

The structure factor completely vanishes when the SLD of the continuous phase is adjusted in a
way so that (1 − xD )kH + xD kD = 0 (zero contrast conditions), because all the amplitude terms of the
structure exactly compensate. It is difficult to make a graphic representation of the principle (yet it is
represented in Fig. 16). Since there are two levers to play on the ZAC conditions (kH and xD ) they can
be achieved for every kH and allow thus to match a second specie within the mixture (34). For xD = 0.5,
kH = −kD and I (q) = nN 2 kH 2 P (q) = nN 2 kD 2 P (q).
The main advantage of the method is that is requires only a single measurement, contrary to the
interpolation to zero concentration method. Nevertheless, there is no possibility to check experimentally
that the extinction of Q(q, n) is effective. The SLD have to be perfectly determined beforehand.
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Figure 17. (a) Layout of a SANS spectrometer; (b) Picture of a velocity selector; (c) Picture of the PAXE
spectrometer at LLB (now dismantled); (d) Picture of the PAXY detector.

3. Experimental aspects
This second part is devoted to the experimental aspects of SANS to help users optimizing their
experiments.
3.1 Spectrometers
There are two of ways of performing SANS measurements. Since q depends both on  and , it is
first possible to work at fixed  and to record the scattered intensity as function of . This method is
the most common way of measuring and is perfectly suited for continuous sources (reactors) and will
be described hereafter. The other way which is specific of neutrons is to work in time of flight mode
to use the white polychromatic beam to vary  and to work at fixed . Briefly, the idea is to create a
pulse of polychromatic neutrons at a given position prior to the sample and to measure the time t taken
by the neutron to reach the detector located at the distance L from this point. As it has a mass, the
neutron moves at a finite speed, linked to its wavelength via the De Broglie relation v = h/m where
h is Planck constant and m the neutron mass, which ranges from a few 100 m/s to a few 1000 m/s for
cold neutrons. The neutrons of different wavelengths are then separated through their speed, the fastest
neutrons moving faster than the slower ones. It method enables to work with a good resolution (35) (36).
It is obviously suited to pulsed sources (spallation sources) and is lead to develop since all new modern
bright sources are spallation sources.
3.1.1 Layout of a spectrometer
The classical layout of a spectrometer is shown in Fig. 17a and is basically made of a monochromator,
a collimator and a detector.
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The monochromator is classically made of a mechanical velocity selector (see picture of Fig. 17b),
instead of using a crystal or mirrors that have a good resolution but provides only a poor neutron flux. It
enables to select the neutrons that have a given speed v from the incident continuous beam outcoming
from the reactor and to absorb all the others ones. The selection is achieved by a cylindrical rotor made of
a material that absorb neutrons (for instance the black B4 C in the picture of Fig. 17b) containing a helix
allowing the passage of neutrons. The rotation axis is parallel to the neutron beam and the direction of
rotation opposite to the helix one. Now, imagine that you are travelling on a neutron that has the speed
to be selected. You will see a window opens in front of you all along your travel within the velocity
selector. On the contrary, if your travel on a neutron that is too fast or to slow, you will be absorbed on
the edges of the window. The velocity selector has two advantages: (i) it let passes a large number of
neutrons detrimental of the resolution (see part 3.1.2) and (ii) the speed of neutrons to be selected, and
therefore its , can be easily changed by modifying the speed of rotation of the selector (from ∼ 800 to
5000 rpm).
The neutrons beam has to be collimated because it is very divergent at the exit of the neutron guide
that make the neutrons travel from the reactor to the spectrometer. The principle of the collimator is very
simple because it is hardly impossible to make converging the beam by lenses. The neutron refractive
index of material is indeed always 1±10−3 , that give very long focal distances (see the neutron reflectivity
course in this issue). It is then simply made of two circular diaphragms made of neutrons absorbent
material placed at the exit of the guide and in front of the sample, of respective radius r1 and r2 (pinhole
collimation), r1 being larger than r2 and the surface of second diaphragm being smaller than the one of
the sample. In order to keep reasonable fluxes, the typical values of the diaphragms values vary from
5 mm to several cm. The collimation length Dc is usually of the order of the sample-detector distance
D. The position of the first diaphragm is usually tunable to adjust Dc to D. A removable neutron guide
is then placed within the velocity selector and such first diaphragm to optimize the neutrons flux. Since
the attenuation of beam by air is not negligible (around 10% per meter) due to scattering or absorption
(nitrogen, water), the collimator is under vacuum.
The detector is usually a 2D detector whose size ranges from 64cmx64cm to 1mx1m. It is made of
gases that absorb neutrons (3 He, BF3 . . . ) to emit a  that is detected by photoelectric effect. The detector
is usually an XY 2D grid with squared pixels whose size are 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm or 1 cm × 1 cm (there are
also annular detectors such as on PACE at LLB). In order to absorb the direct beam, id est the neutrons
that are not scattered by the sample, a beam catcher of radius 3–4 cm is set in front of the detector at
the place of the direct beam. This beam-catcher is removable in order to measure the incident flux of
the beam or the transmission of the samples. As for the collimator, the detector has to be placed within
a tank under vacuum to avoid the attenuation by air. It is usually mounted on a rail within the tank to
allow a continuous variation of the sample-detector distance.
To conclude this part, let us make a remark on the dimensions of a SANS machine. The aim of the
purpose is to work at the smallest possible q’s. Since it is not possible to play at will on the wavelength
(in practice, the fluxes for the neutrons of wavelengths larger than 12 Å are too poor on cold sources to
be used), the only possibility is to measure at very small angles, which give its name to the technique.
On the same time, one wants to work with large apertures within the collimator to keep a reasonable
incoming flux. The only way to measure at small angles with a correct q definition is then to build very
large machines. The sample-detector lies then usually between 5 m and 20 m! The overall length of the
machine has to be doubled owing to the collimation. The sample-distance of the D11 spectrometer at
ILL reaches around 40 m, and its total length is more than 80 m (37)...
3.1.2 Experimental resolution of a spectrometer
Please first keep in mind that a SANS experimental is always an experiment with a poor
experimental resolution. There are three main contributions to this resolution coming from the velocity
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selector, the collimator and from the detector, this last contribution being important and not to be
forgotten. In the following I have only reported the most important formula. More information and
calculations can be found in reference (35) from D. Lairez.
The   / due to the velocity selector ranges typically from 5% to 10% and depends on the
angle between the velocity selector axis and the beam (this angle that fixes the  versus speed can be
slightly changed to either increase flux or resolution). It does not depend on the wavelength and can be
approximated by a Gaussian law f(, 0 , ) centered around a mean wavelength 0 (see below) and of
standard deviation . Please note that the distribution of wavevectors k f(k, k0 ) which is the relevant
parameter for q is no longer Gaussian and is asymmetric since with k = 2/.
The angular contribution from the collimator col depends on the respective radius r1 and r2 of the
diaphragms, on the collimation length Dc and from the sample detector D:
col =

r1
+ r2
Dc

1
1
+
D
DC

(67)

It can be shown that the flux can be optimized if r1 /r2 = (D+Dc )/D. In this case the previous equation
reduces to col = 2r1 /Dc . The resolution function due to the collimation can be approximated by either
a triangle function or a Gaussian function.
The third contribution comes from the factor that the detection of the position is not punctual because
the cells from the detector have a finite size. This may have a huge impact, especially for the closest cells
from the beamstop. On PACE (LLB), the beamstop radius is 3 cm large and the pixel size is 1 cm large:
the first measured point is then integrated from 3 to 4 cm to the center. . . The resolution function from
the detector is a crenel function for annular detector and a trapezoidal function for a 2D-grid detector
because the square pixels overlap when the signal is radially averaged.
The angular resolution function of the spectrometer depends thus both on collimation and detector
and is then the convolution of the Gaussian function describing the collimation with this crenel or
trapezoidal function.
Since q can be approximated by q = k at small angles (sin  ∼ ), the overall resolution function
of the spectrometer R(q, q0 ) comes from the convolution of the wavevector resolution function and
the angular resolution function. It cannot be easily exactly analytically calculated and, rigorously, varies
from one cell of the detector to another, id est it is q0 -dependent. In practice, for a given configuration,
the resolution will be dominated by the angular resolution at small angles and by the wavevector
resolution for the largest angles. Finally since both are Gaussian functions, the overall function can be
well approximated by:
R(q, Q0 ) = √
with


q =

q02

k
k0

1
2q

e

−

(q−q0 )2
2q 2

(68)

1/2

2

+

k02 2

(69)

Please note that this function is asymmetric. In practice, the ratio k/k is equal to / and is thus
q-independent. The width of the angular resolution is also q-independent and can be described by:
 =

3
2
det
col
+
2
3

1/2

where det = R/2D with R the radial dimension of the detector.
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Figure 18. Resolution of a spectrometer for each measurement point. Calculation based on the PACE spectrometer
(/ ∼ 10%, pixel size: 10 mm, first pixel of measurement located at 3 mm from center detector size). (a)
resolution for two configurations routinely used: configuration 1:  = 12 Å; sample-Detector distance D: 4700 mm,
r1 : 12 mm; configuration 2:  = 6 Å; sample-Detector distance D: 1500 mm, r1 : 16 mm. (b) Resolution of Fig. 1
where the pixel position is represented instead of q.

Figure 18 shows the relative resolution q/q as a function of q for the PACE spectrometer at LLB.
Please note that this relative resolution it very degraded for the smallest q.
3.1.3 Choosing its configuration for an experiment
Since the allowed beamtime is always limited, it is of great importance to choose properly
the configurations used for the experiment. Each configuration is defined by a couple of
( , Dsample-detector ) enabling to measure over a range qmin – qmax that covers generally one decade.
qmin is set by the min that is possible to reach next the edge of the beamstop and qmax by the diameter
of the detector. When the scattering of the sample is isotropic and that one uses an XY 2-D detector, it
is possible to shift the direct beam far from the center of the detector to increase the q-range probed.
Thus, depending on the aim of the experiment, 1, 2 or 3 different configurations will be used to make
measurements on a greater or lesser q-range. Although this may be tempting to choose two adjacent
configurations that have a very small recovery to increase as much as possible the q-range, this is in
practice a mistake because some problems may appear when merging the scattering curves for two
different configurations. Indeed the experimental resolution is very different for the cells of the detector
close to the beamstop than for the ones at the border of the detector (see 3.1.2).
It is important to have a raw idea of the typical sizes to be probed in direct space to choose the
right number of configurations to be used. Discussions with the local contact can be helpful... When no
information is available on the samples, one works in a “blind” way and one has to probe the largest
possible q-range with several configurations. A proper way of working to save beamtime is to make in a
first time a “snapshot” of the sample scattering by a 1 minute -measurement and to adjust in the second
time the dedicated time of measurement for each configuration to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio.
It is also important to optimize the configuration for a given q-range to be probed. It is indeed
possible to probe the same q-range with an infinite of couples (, Dsample-detector ) but in practice the
incoming neutron flux J will vary from one configuration to another. Three parameters have an impact
on such flux: (i) the variation of J as a function of the geometric parameters that are the angle of
measurement  and collimation, (ii) the variation of J with the wavelength J0 () and (iii) the efficiency
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of the detector as function of wavelength (). It immediately appears that taking away the detector
from the sample strongly decreases J because the solid angle is decreased (∝1/ Dsample-detector 2 ) and
because the collimation must be more accurate. It could be demonstrated that the flux corresponding
to the optimized collimation varies like J0 4 (36). J0 () has a Maxwellian shape because it corresponds
to the thermalization of a perfect gas of neutrons at the temperature of the cold source moderator and
follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics P() = exp(−(therm /)2 ) × −4 ; where therm is the thermal
length. The efficiency of the detector increases with the wavelength (() = 1 − e−/c where c is a
critical value that is dependent on the detector used). Altogether, the combination of the effects of J0 ()
and () provides an usable flux Juse () that an asymmetric shape, a maximum max (around 3-4Å on
the SANS machines at LLB) and a raw decay like  −4 for large q above max (the decay to the shortest
wavelengths below is very sharp, anyway the short wavelength are not useful for SANS) (36). For a
given targeted q-range corresponding to one configuration, there is always a set of (, Dsample-detector )
that optimizes the flux. It is described in (36) how to obtain it. It is in principle chosen after being
discussed with the local contact. When only one configuration is necessary for the experiment, such
optimized couple has obviously to be chosen. When several configurations are required, the optimized
configurations have to be chosen if the intrinsic scattering from the sample is poor. However it obliges to
change the wavelength for each configuration, which may give raise to some difficulties when merging
data since the transmission depends on the wavelength (see part on data reduction later). When scattering
from sample is large, a convenient way to work is then then to choose a constant wavelength for all
configurations, close to the max of P(), and to only change the distance. This last method is generally
used for SANS machines that enable a large range of sample-to-detector distances (∼15–20 m).
From a general point of view, whatever the configuration chosen, it appears that the flux always very
strongly decreases when going towards low q’s because of the combined effects of wavelength (∼ −4 )
and angle (∼ 4 ). Although the scattered intensity is generally much higher at small q than at low q (see
the form factors on part 2), it is in practice always much more difficult to make measurements at
small q than at large q because the high intrinsic scattered intensity at small q does not compensate
the very poor incoming neutron flux for such q-range. The counting rates are then much larger for the
smallest q (generally 15 min to few hours for 10−3 Å−1 < q < 10−2 Å−1 ) than for the largest q (generally
5 min to 15 min for 5 10−2 Å−1 < q < 5 10−1 Å−1 ) to get a good signal-to-noise ratio. The only case
where the effects almost compensate themselves concerns the sample that scatters like q−4 following a
Porod law. Please note that this is the inverse case than for reflectivity for which the measurements at
the smallest q are always easier.

3.2 Samples and environments
3.2.1 Samples
In this section I provide some considerations on the samples for achieving a successful experiment.
The objective is usually to obtain an experimental curve with a good signal to noise ratio and
small error bars, which is easily achieved if the scattering of the sample is huge. Please however
remember that it is not necessary a good new when your sample scatters a lot, even it generally
makes your local contact happy, because it is often a signature of aggregation. . . A sample that
does not scatter is indeed sometimes a good result (32)! It is also worth to recall the experimental
limits of the experiment in term of intensities. A priori there is not upper limit for the scattered
intensity because it will be easily measured. However one must be cautious with a sample that
strongly scatters because it can be the signature of multiple scattering (see below). There is on the
contrary a practical bottom limit for the measurement. It is indeed very difficult to go down to
10−2 cm−1 and challenging to go down to 10−3 cm−1 , unless counting for days. The coherent scattered
intensity of the sample must thus be optimized.
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Figure 19. Evolution of the SLD of proteins that contain some hydrogen in a H2 O/D2 O mixture. Silica that does
not contain any labile hydrogen is shown as example. The dotted line is the SLD of water. The intersection between
this dotted line and the continuous lines that give SLD of objects enable to find the matching point. Adapted from
(38). (b) Principle of contrast variation adapted to the determination of the SLD of hydrogenated cellulose whiskers
(unpublished results).

Let us consider the simple and very representative case of a system made of objects in a continuous
media:
2

I (q)(cm−1 ) =  obj − media Vobj K(q)
(71)
where K(q)is the scattering function that accounts for the structure factor S(q) and form factor P(q).
Both the volume fraction and contrast term ( obj – media )2 are pre-factors that can be evaluated
prior to the experiment and that have to be optimized. If the raw estimate of Vobj can be done, it
is possible to calculate ( obj − media )2 Vobj . It will provide a very good estimate of I(q)q→0 and will
allow to determine if the experiment is feasible.
When the continuous media is a solvent, as most of time in soft matter or biology, the contrast term
can be easily tuned by deuteration. Since the intensity is proportional to the square of the difference of
the SLD between components in this contrast term, it is often the key to the success of an experiment.
The calculation of SLD is very simple for crystals or solvents‡‡ but may give rise to some difficulties
for glasses or polymers when the exact value of specific volume of the molecule is not determined with
certainty. Please take care of the objects that contain labile protons and are immersed in a H2 O/D2 O
mixture, because there is an exchange between the protons of objects and those of water. In this case,
the SLD of the objects depends on the H2 O/D2 O ratio and increases with the content of D2 O (see
Fig. 19a adapted from B. Jacrot (38)).
If the SLD is unknown, it can be measured by SANS by the contrast variation method based on
the last Eq. (70). Briefly, one makes several samples that are exactly
√ similar in water (or in an organic
solvent), except the H2 O/D2 O ratio x that is varied from 0 to 1. I versus x is then plotted (for either a
given q or for the integral of the scattering curve, after the proper
√ subtraction of the incoherent scattering
that strongly vary with x). It is linear and its interpolation to I = 0 provides the xmatch that matches the
‡‡ An example of calculation of scattering length density: the case of water. This density is obtained through = ( b )/V where
i i
the bi correspond to the atoms constitutive of the molecule (Table 1) and V the volume of the molecule. Since the mass molar
3
23
of H2 O is 18g/mol and the density of H2 O 1g/cm , the volume of a molecule of water is 18/6.02 10 = 2.99 10−23 cm3 per
molecule. The volume of a molecule of D2 O is similar. On gets:
(H2 0) = (−0.374 ∗ 2 + 0.58).10−12 / 2.99 10−23 = −0.56 1010 cm−2 (−0.56 10−6 Å−2 )
(D2 0) = (0.667*2+0.58).10−12 / 2.99 10−23 = 6.38 1010 cm−2 (6.38 10 − 6 Å−2 ).
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objects and therefore their SLD (Fig. 19b). The method is not limited to colloids or nanoparticles and
works very well for porous materials soaked in water. It is√
also possible to dilute a sample initially in
H2 O by D2 O in order to vary x, or the inverse, and to plot I/ versus x. It must however be checked
in this last case that the dilution does not modify neither P(q) nor S(q) because the method is based on
the hypothesis that K(q) stay constant from one x to another, any change of this latter would fail the
method.
If it is important to have a sufficient coherent scattering, it is also crucial to avoid a too intense
coherent scattering to avoid multiple scattering, id est the probability for a neutron to be scattered more
than once by the sample. The formalism presented in part 2 supposes indeed that a neutron is scattered
only once by the sample because it is impossible to determine the respective angles of scattering within
the sample of a neutron that exit the sample after being scattered several times. Since the relevant
scattered intensity per unit volume I(q) (cm−1 ) is intensive, an easy way to eliminate the multiple
scattering is to reduce the thickness of the sample because the overall probability for a neutron to be
scattered is proportional to the optical path. Such reduction of the thickness is not a problem to obtain
a good signal-to-noise ratio for the signal because samples that may show multiple scattering have
indeed an intrinsic huge scattering. An other way to reduce multiple scattering is to reduce the objects
concentration in the sample. This is however not recommended because it may change the structure
factor obviously and even sometimes the form factor of the scattering objects.
It is obviously not possible to assess a priori if multiple scattering occurs in a sample. There are
however some experimental signs of it, like a very sharp and intense scattering at low q or a strong
decrease of the transmission. If doubt exists, the possible presence of multiple scattering can be checked.
For such a purpose, several measurements of the sample have to be done with different thicknesses.
Given that I(q) (cm−1 ) is independent from the thickness after data reduction (see next part) in absence of
multiple scattering, any change of the scattering spectra from one thickness to another would arise from
multiple scattering effects. Such method allows to determine the optimal thickness for measurements:
this is the threshold thickness below which the scattering becomes constant.
The last important thing to consider is the incoherent scattering (see part 2.2). As is gives no
structural information (the probability for a neutron to be scattered by an incoherent process by an atom
has a constant probability over 4 independently from its positions to the other atoms), it is a background
in SANS and has to be reduced as much as possible. Besides, incoherent scattering strongly attenuates
the beam (see next part). The incoherent cross-section is very important for 1 H (80.26 barns) and rather
high for deuterium D (2 H) (2.05 barns). Apart from hydrogen, the other atoms from periodic table that
have a huge incoherent scattering are rare (for instance vanadium). The incoherent scattering comes then
essentially for the content in hydrogen or deuterium within the sample. Since it however forty times less
for D than for H, the hydrogen has to be replaced as much as possible by deuterium when possible.
In case of a system of objects dispersed in a solvent, the common way is to use a fully deuterated
solvent. Please note that this is not a rule. The optimized conditions have to consider both the coherent
contrast term ( obj − solv )2 and the incoherent scattering (Fig. 20). If the SLD of the objects in close
to the SLD of the deuterated solvent, measurements in hydrogenated solvent are preferable. Besides,
in contrast-variation experiment, the ratio H/D content is fixed by the conditions of coherent contrast
independently from the incoherent scattering conditions (Fig. 12).
3.2.2 Sample thickness
Ideally, the dimensions of the sample should be optimized for the experiment. The surface of sample
illuminated by the beam must be slightly larger than the surface of the exit diaphragm of the collimator,
id est a circle with a radius lying between 5 mm and 10 mm. If the expected scattering of the sample is
very weak, this diaphragm can be enlarged detrimental of the resolution and the surface of sample has
to be enlarged accordingly.
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Figure 20. Multiple scattering. (a) Principle: Owing to huge concentration and/or large differential scattering crosssection, the neutron is scattered twice (schematized in red). (b) Strategies to avoid multiple scattering: reduction of
the thickness of sample (top panel); decrease of concentration (bottom panel). This last strategy is hazardous as it
may changes physical properties of sample.

Figure 21. Choice of isotopic composition of a solvent. Both coherent scattering and incoherent scattering have to
be considered: usually the choice of deuterated solvent has to be preferred to reduce incoherent scattering except if
the SLD of the object is close to the SLD of deuterated solvent.

The concern of the users is generally the optimization of the thickness of the sample l. The
raw scattered intensity recorded on the detector (in neutrons/sec) varies like ∝ lexp(-l) since the
proportional increase of scattered intensity with the optical path is counterbalanced by the attenuation of
the beam by absorption and incoherent scattering, similarly as for the Beer-Lambert law (see part 3.3.1
below). The scattering versus thickness can be then optimized since it passes by a maximum for l =
1/ where  is the attenuation factor, or equivalently to have a transmission of ∼ 0.37 (1/e). However
one should take care of multiple scattering. In practice, since the transmission is generally essentially
dependent on the incoherent scattering, this is the content in hydrogen or deuterium that prompt to
choose the thickness of the sample. For example, the transmission by a neutron beam at  = 6 Å is only
0.5 through 1 mm of H2 O and 0.8 through 2 mm of D2 O. The thickness of samples that contain a huge
fraction of hydrogen must be of the order of 1 mm and those containing mainly deuterium of the order
of 2 mm, or up to 5 mm is the content in hydrogen is negligible.
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Figure 22. In order to obtain Iobj (q) (cm−1 ), both the contributions of the empty container and the continuous phase
have to be subtracted.

Finally, the surface of illumination ranges between 0.8 cm2 and 3 cm2 and the thickness ranges
between 0.1 and 0.5 cm. The volume of sample required for an experiment ranges typically between
0.1 cm3 and 1 cm3 .
3.2.3 Sample environments
Thanks to the poor absorption of neutrons by matter and in particular by some metallic elements, it
is easy to design various samples environments for in situ experiments: tensile machine, rheometer,
magnets, cryomagnets, pressure cells, ovens, temperature controllers, etc.. It is advised to contact
people from facilities prior to experiments to check that the equipment can be used with the kind
of sample to study. It is also of course possible to design its own sample environment for specific
experiments.
3.3 Standard measurements and data reduction
This section recalls all the measurements that have to be done in addition to the sample for a proper
treatment and their respective incidence on the signal.
3.3.1 Subtraction of parasitic contributions
There are several contributions to the scattering that are independent of the sample and that have to
be subtracted from the raw signal of the sample from a proper data treatment: background of the
experiment, contribution for the direct beam and contribution from the empty container if the
sample is placed in such container (hellma cell for liquids, dedicated sample environment such as a
pressure cell, etc.) (Fig. 22).
The background from the experiment comes from the neutrons that do not come from the beam,
and therefore from the settings and configuration and also from the detector electronics. It is important
to value it in the same conditions as for the measurements, all things be equal. This is achieved by
placing a neutron absorber material instead of the sample, usually boron carbide B4 C or cadmium (as
often referred in the data reduction programs), and to make a measurement. The contribution from the
direct beam comes from the neutrons that are not scattered by the sample but reach the parts of the
detector next to the beamstop because the incident beam is divergent. It is simply valued by performing
a measurement without sample. The contribution of the container is valued by measurement without
samples. Its transmission has also to be measured (see below).
The neutron beam is also attenuated by a lineic attenuation factor sam within the sample due to
either absorption or scattering (incoherent and coherent). In practice in soft matter or biophysics the
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attenuation factor is essentially due to the incoherent scattering of the 1 H or 2 H contained in the sample.
The attenuation on a path z is then exp(−sam z). In order to take this attenuation into account, an
approximation at “small angles” is generally made that assumes that the travel distance within a sample
of thickness l is similar for all the neutrons, whether they are scattered or not and whatever the angle
of scattering, because cos ∼
= 1. The attenuation is then similar for all neutrons and is described by the
transmission of the sample T = exp(−sam l). It is measured by means of a detector placed at zero
angle by taking the ratio of the intensities measured respectively with and without the sample. In some
cases, the approximation cos ∼
= 1 is no longer valid, for instance when the scattering of the container
is important or when the transmission of the sample is weak. There are some additional corrections that
have to be made (39) (36) which are implemented in the program for data reduction Pasinet at LLB (40).
When the sample is not placed in a container, only the empty beam has to be subtracted. The
attenuation of this latter by the transmission of the sample has to be taken into account. The contribution
of the background has to be subtracted directly from the raw signal of sample and direct beam. In
next equation the respective intensities measured experimentally on a given position of the detector (in
neutrons/sec) are already divided the incident flux on the sample 0 (in neutrons/sec) and by the solid
 angle (in cm2 ) and the thickness of the sample l in cm:
Isam_sub (q)(cm−1 ) =

Isam (q) − Ibgk (q) IEB (q) − Ibgk (q)
−
lTsam
l

(72)

where Isam_sub , Isam , IEB and Ibgk refer respectively to the scattering of sample after subtraction, the
raw scattering of the sample, the scattering of empty beam and the background measured on the pixel
of detector corresponding to q, and Tsam to the transmission of the sample.
When the sample is placed in a container, the scattering from the empty beam is already contained
in the container and has not to be measured separately. The subtraction is then:
Isam_sub (q)(cm−1 ) =

Isam (q) − Ibgk (q) IEC (q) − Ibgk (q)
−
lTsam
lTEC

(73)

where the notations are similar as in previous equations except IEC that refers to the scattering of the
empty container without sample and TEC to its transmission.
3.3.2 Normalization of the spectra and absolute units
Since the signal is measured by a 2D detector, there are additional corrections to make for a correct data
reduction.
First, some parts of the detector have to be removed. This happens when there are parasitic reflections
from the direct beam (within the collimator or following a bad alignment of the spectrometer) that give
rise to a punctual intense beam neutron on the detector or when some parts of the detector are damaged
(a pixel or a line for example) (see Fig. 23a). These parasitic reflections or huge defaults are removed
by a mask that removes all the undesired parts of the detector. The design of the mask is the first step
of the data reduction.
Second, it is necessary to take into account the fact that each pixel for the detector has its own
efficiency (Fig. 23b). This comes from two origins: (i) each pixel has its electronic discrimination
threshold; (ii) the efficiency of a pixel depends on the length of the path travelled by a neutron within
the gas of the detector that has an angular dependence like 1/cos because the detector is flat and
not spherical. Remark that for a given configuration the efficiency of a pixel is constant and does not
depend on the sample. In order to overcome these fluctuations of efficiencies, a reference sample whose
signal is perfectly flat over the q-range considered is measured. It can be either a pure incoherent
scatterer (vanadium), or light water H2 O (or an hydrogenated solvent) whose scattering is dominated
by incoherent scattering and that has a coherent scattering that is flat on this q range (because for the
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Figure 23. Corrections to be performed related to the detector. Both panels presents the raw 2-D picture detector
of the measurement of a sample made of pure hydrogenated PMMA (PAXY@LLB): (a) The black lines and black
columns correspond to some damaged parts of the detectors (fortunately the detector has been replaced in early
2014) and an intense parasitic reflection can be observed close to the beam stop. (b) Once the unusable parts
of the detectors have been masked, there remain some fluctuations of intensity from one pixel to another, while
the expected scattering should be perfectly flat, sample being a pure incoherent scatterer. This comes from slight
differences of efficiency between the pixels. The intensity scale has been changed between the two pictures.

small q which are measured only the compressibility of water is probed). The scattering of the sample
is then divided pixel by pixel (or q by q after radial averaging) by the signal of this reference sample.
This renormalization enables to smooth the heterogeneities of the detector. When light water is used,
the signal of the empty container of water has to be subtracted from the one of water. Please note that
the empty container for water is not necessary the same as those of sample. Finally, in order to achieve
subtraction and normalization, the following formula is applied (in case of water):
Isam_sub (q)
=
IH 20_sub (q)

Isam (q)−Ibgk (q)
lsam Tsam
IH 20 (q)−Ibgk (q)
lH 20 TH 20

−
−

IEC _sam (q)−Ibgk (q)
lsam TEC _sam
IEC _H 20 (q)−Ibgk (q)
lH 20 TEC _H 20

(74)

where Isam , IEC _samp, Ibgk , IH 2O and IEC _H 2O refer respectively to the raw scattered intensities of the
sample, of empty container for the sample, of the background, of the water in its container and the empty
container for water, lsam and lH 2O refer to the thicknesses of the sample and water, Tsamp , TEC _samp, TH 2O
and TEC _H 2O refer respectively to the transmissions of the sample, of empty container for sample, of
the water in its container and the empty container for water.
When the sample or the flat sample (in case of vanadium) are measured without empty containers,
the intensities IEC _samp , and/or IEC _H 2O have to be replaced by the intensity of the empty beam IEB .
If such data reduction strategy allows a proper treatment for all parasitic contributions, it provides
only a signal without dimension in the so-called “H2 O units”. The last step is to multiply
 the whole
d
used for
scattering by the apparent differential scattering cross section of the flat sample v1 d
H 20
normalization, which is constant over q, to obtaina scattering in absolute units and depends on the
d
is often described as the normalization factor.
spectrometer and configuration (see (36)). This v1 d
H 20
1 d
v d

(q)(cm−1 ) =
sample

Isam_sub (q) 1 d
IH 20_sub (q) v d
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The normalization factor is often tabulated as function of wavelength on the spectrometers. It could
be measured if necessary. The following standards are required: (i) the number of neutrons scattered
by the flat sample on the detector of surface S NH 2O (in neutrons/sec); (ii) the number of neutrons
scattered by the empty container of the flat sample on the detector of surface S, or the empty beam,
NEC (in neutrons/sec); (iii) the respective transmission of the flat sample and of empty container TH 20
and TEC _H 2O ; (iv) the incoming neutrons flux 0 (in neutrons/sec) at the chosen configuration.
1 d
v d

T
 −1  NH 20 − THEC20 NEC
cm
=
0 TH 20 lH 20
H 20

(76)

where lH 2O is the thickness of the flat sample in cm and  the solid angle (S/D2 with D the sampledetector distance). In practice all these standards are already measured because they are required for the
subtraction and normalization steps except the incoming neutrons flux 0 . 0 is the incident empty beam
and depends on the parameters listed in part 3.1.3. It is measured without beamstop. Since it is very often
very intense, it cannot be directly measured and its intensity has to be attenuated. Indeed, if the neutrons
flux reaching the detector is very high, the electronics cannot measure all neutrons because it requires a
necessary time to register one neutron, the so- called “dead-time”. Dead-time problems do not usually
occur when measuring scattering but may be important when measuring transmission. The attenuation
is achieved by setting an attenuator within the beam, generally a controlled thickness of PMMA. The
attenuation factor has then to be measured. It is valued by measuring the ratio of the scattering of a
strong scatterer (usually graphite), in presence of the attenuator, to its non-attenuated scattering.
3.3.3 Subtraction of solvent and/or incoherent scattering
Once the data reduction depicted in the previous parts is applied, there are often still some subtractions
to achieve that come from contributions of the sample itself. In a two-phase system made of objects in a
continuous phase with a volume fraction obj ects such as a solvent, the intensity writes:

 





Isample (q) cm−1 = obj ects Iobj ects (q) cm−1 + 1 − obj ects Isolvent (q) cm−1

(77)

The solvent scattering Isolvent (q) has a coherent part (generally weak) and an incoherent part. It has to be
measured independently and subtracted from the sample to obtain the desired Iobj ects (q) intensity, taking
into account the (1 − obj ects ) term. It generally reduces to a constant. It is then preferable to subtract
such constant from the sample Isample (q) rather than subtracting Isolvent (q) q by q not to increase the error
bars.
If the objects are constituted of atoms whose incoherent scattering is null, as silica nanoparticles
for example, the subtraction of solvent is sufficient. Otherwise the incoherent scattering of the objects
themselves has to be subtracted. It can be valued from the composition of the objects but this is not
always possible and must be estimated by others means.
An approach is to consider that the transmission of the sample is only driven by the incoherent
scattering of both the objects and the solvents. A witness sample made of a mixture of deuterated
and hydrogenated that has exactly the transmission as the sample is measured. Its scattering is then
subtracted from the sample. In practice it is difficult to directly happen on the good H/D ratio and several
mixtures are made, the level of scattering to subtract being obtained by interpolation. This method
requires obviously transmission measurements with a very good accuracy.
There is another method for the subtraction of the incoherent scattering that has the advantage to be
fast and does not require additional measurements known as the “far point subtraction” method. It
necessitates that the measurement of the sample has been achieved up to very large q and supposes that
one probes on this q-range the form factor of an object whose scattering decay is known. For instance,
if one probes bulky objects, the scattering will decay like q−4 at very large q thanks to the Porod law.
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The idea is then to subtract a constant from the whole scattering to force the q−4 scattering at large q. It
works very well for 3-D objects (nanoparticles, folded proteins...) but has to be used with great caution
if one studies objects like polymers. While it appears at first sight not very rigorous, it is very efficient
in practice.
To conclude this part let us remark that a proper subtraction of incoherent scattering requires a
measurement of the scattering pattern with a very good accuracy at large q because it is in this very
range that it raises difficulties. Fortunately this is the q-range for which it is possible to reach a signal
with a very good-signal to noise ratio because the incoming flux is important (see 3.1.3). It is often
tempting to reduce the time dedicated to the measurements in this q-range because the counting rate is
fast. However if you want to go down to 10−3 cm−1 for characterizing objects in a solvent, you will have
to subtract an incoherent scattering level that at least of ∼ 5 10−2 cm−1 in a fully deuterated solvent, and
up to ∼ 1 cm−1 in a fully hydrogenated solvent ! In this case, long times of measurements are required
on this q-range.
3.3.4 Memo
I sum up here all the standards that have to be measured for a full data reduction. All of these standards
have to be measured for each configuration.
Intensities: sample, empty beam, background, empty container for sample (if necessary), flat sample
(H2 O or vanadium), empty cell for H2 O, solvent (if necessary).
Transmissions: sample, empty beam, background, empty container for sample (if necessary), flat
sample (H2 O or vanadium), empty cell for H2 O, solvent (if necessary).
Flux of the incident beam for obtaining absolute units, and therefore the standards enabling the
determination of the attenuation factor of the incoming beam (attenuated graphite/non attenuated
graphite).
In practice some beamtime can be saved in two situations. First, it is not necessary to measure
the solvent scattering Isolv (q) at all configurations because it has a constant value over q. Only its
measurement at the largest q, where the signal-to-noise ratio is good because the incoming flux is
important, is necessary. Second, it is almost impossible to measure the signal of the flat sample for
normalization at very small q because the incoming flux is too low. In this case the standards for
normalization of another configuration can be used: (i) when only the wavelength has been changed
from one configuration to the other; or (ii) if the distance is changed keeping the wavelength constant
wavelength, when the empty beam is exactly at the center of the detector. Obviously here the normalized
intensity will be shifted by a factor corresponding to the ratio of fluxes between the two configurations
and has to be rescaled on the scattered true intensity of an other configuration.
3.4 Access to the beamtime and deuteriation facilities
As SANS is probably the most popular neutron technique along with diffraction, there are several SANS
spectrometers in all of the large neutron facilities. In France, there exist two neutron facilities, the Institut
Laue Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble which is a European source run jointly by France, Germany and United
Kingdom (41) and the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (LLB), the French national source which is located
in Saclay 30 km from Paris (42). There are actually 3 SANS spectrometers at ILL (D11 with a very
broad accessible q-range, D22 and the very recent D33 with polarized options for magnetic studies) and
3 at LLB (PAXY and PACE for conventional studies and TPA dedicated to measurements at very small
q’s (9)). A new multi-purposes named PA20 with polarized option SANS spectrometer is actually under
development at LLB and will open in 2015 (43).
All of these spectrometers are available free of charge by the whole scientific community. The
beamtime is allocated by a committee of experts on the basis of proposals experiments. The proposals
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can generally be submitted twice a year (the deadlines varying from one facility to another). Information
on formalities claims experience can be found on the websites of the facilities. All results obtained with
allocated beamtime must be published without restriction. Despite the rather large offer provided by all
the available spectrometers, the high demand makes their access often difficult.
It is also possible to perform experiments whose results will remain confidential, for industrial
applications for example. The beamtime is no longer free and the contract allowing access to the beam
must be negotiated directly with the facilities.
Finally, although neutron scattering is poorly taught at university, there exist some neutron schools
open to pHD students, post-doc fellows and academic researchers with practicals on the spectrometers
that enable to get familiar with SANS. In France, there are two recognized recurrent formations:
Hercules which combines X-rays and neutrons in association with several facilities (in English) (44)
and les FANs du LLB specifically on neutrons at LLB (in French) (42).
In many experiments, the deuteration of one of the components of the system to study is necessary
for the good completion of the SANS experiment. Many molecules can be purchased from chemical
manufacturers (almost all organic compounds§§ and many common polymers), otherwise deuteriation
has to be done specifically for the experiment, either from synthesis starting from deuterated precursor
or by exchanging 1 H with 2 H using tricks (such as dialysis or putting the hydrogenated molecule in
saturated vapor pressure of D2 O (42)). It is always good to have a friendly chemist in the neighborhood!
For biological molecules (proteins, biopolymers. . . ), deuteriation is a very heavy task as it requires
usually two difficult and tedious stepssks: the growth of living bacteria in deuterated media followed
by the purification of the targeted molecule from the bacteria. In order to promote the use of neutrons
for biology, two deuteration facilities are available for users, the Deuteration Laboratory at EMBL
in Grenoble newt to ILL (46) and the Deuteration National Facility at ANSTO in Australia (47). The
access procedures are described on their respective websites.
I want first to warmly thank Annie Brûlet that has carefully read back this course and gave me very good corrections
and suggestions. Second, I want to stress that this is not an easy task to write a SANS course as there exists already
plenty of excellent courses and textbooks on the topic. I did obviously not try to reinvent the technique and I was
strongly inspired by the existing courses from the SFN Collection written by my colleagues, or former colleagues,
from LLB Didier Lairez, Annie Brûlet and Loïc Auvray, as well as by the course of Luc Belloni. I am thus very
greatful to them for having written such excellent courses! I want also to thank the organizers of the “Neutrons and
Materials for Energy” school Monica Ceretti, Marie-Hélène Mathon, Clemens Ritter and Werner Paulus for their
kind invitation to participate to this special issue, although I’m not myself a specialist of materials for energy.
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